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Abstract
Handwriting recognition in general and online handwriting recognition in particular
has been an active research area for several decades. Most of the research have been
focused on English and recently on other scripts like Arabic and Chinese. There is a lack
of research on recognition in Turkish text and this work primarily fills that gap with a
state-of-the-art recognizer for the first time. It contains design and implementation details
of a complete recognition system for recognition of Turkish isolated words. Based on the
Hidden Markov Models, the system comprises pre-processing, feature extraction, optical
modeling and language modeling modules. It considers the recognition of unconstrained
handwriting with a limited vocabulary size first and then evolves to a large vocabulary
system.
Turkish script has many similarities with other Latin scripts, like English, which ma-
kes it possible to adapt strategies that work for them. However, there are some other issues
which are particular to Turkish that should be taken into consideration separately. Two of
the challenging issues in recognition of Turkish text are determined as delayed strokes
which introduce an extra source of variation in the sequence order of the handwritten
input and high Out-of-Vocabulary (OOV) rate of Turkish when words are used as voca-
bulary units in the decoding process. This work examines the problems and alternative
solutions at depth and proposes suitable solutions for Turkish script particularly.
In delayed stroke handling, first a clear definition of the delayed strokes is developed
and then using that definition some alternative handling methods are evaluated extensi-
vely on the UNIPEN and Turkish datasets. The best results are obtained by removing all
delayed strokes, with up to 2.13% and 2.03% points recognition accuracy increases, over
the respective baselines of English and Turkish. The overall system performances are as-
sessed as 86.1% with a 1,000-word lexicon and 83.0% with a 3,500-word lexicon on the
UNIPEN dataset and 91.7% on the Turkish dataset.
Alternative decoding vocabularies are designed with grammatical sub-lexical units in
order to solve the problem of high OOV rate. Additionally, statistical bi-gram and tri-gram
language models are applied during the decoding process. The best performance, 67.9%
is obtained by the large stem-ending vocabulary that is expanded with a bi-gram model on
the Turkish dataset. This result is superior to the accuracy of the word-based vocabulary
(63.8%) with the same coverage of 95% on the BOUN Web Corpus.
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O¨zet
El yazısı tanıma alanında yapılan pek c¸ok c¸alıs¸ma I˙ngilizce, Arapc¸a ve C¸ince gibi
dillerin yazılarını konu almaktadır. Tu¨rkc¸e ic¸in yapılmıs¸ sınırlı c¸alıs¸maların arasında
c¸evrimic¸i tanıma konusunda eksiklik vardır. Bu tez c¸alıs¸masıyla ilk kez olarak, en gelis¸mis¸
teknolojiyi ic¸eren bir yalıtık ve kısıtsız s¸ekilde yazılmıs¸ Tu¨rkc¸e kelime tanıma sistemi
gerc¸ekles¸tirilmis¸tir. Saklı Markov Modelleri kullanılan sistem o¨nis¸leme, o¨znitelik c¸ıkarma,
optik modelleme ve dil modelleme birimlerinden olus¸maktadır. Sistem, orta o¨lc¸ekli bir
dag˘arcıkla tasarlanıp daha sonra bu¨yu¨k dag˘arcıkla c¸alıs¸ır hale getirilmis¸tir.
Tu¨rkc¸e yazının Latin alfabesi kullanan dig˘er yazı sistemleri ile olan benzerlikleri, lit-
eratu¨rde kullanılan pek c¸ok teknig˘i Tu¨rkc¸e ic¸in de kullanılabilir kılar. Ancak Tu¨rkc¸e’ye
has bazı o¨zellikler tanıma is¸lemini gu¨c¸les¸tirmektedir. Bunlardan ikisi gecikmis¸ vurus¸lar
ve c¸ok fazla sayıda olan dag˘arcık dıs¸ı kelimelerdir. Bu tezde her iki problem de ayrıntılı
s¸ekilde ele alınmıs¸ ve bazı c¸o¨zu¨mler u¨retilmis¸tir.
Gecikmis¸ vurus¸lar ic¸in net bir tanım olus¸turulmus¸ ve bu tanım kullanılarak bir dizi
o¨nis¸leme yo¨ntemi arasından Tu¨rkc¸e’ye en uygunu bulunmus¸tur. I˙ngilizce UNIPEN veri
ku¨mesi ve Tu¨rkc¸e verilerden olus¸an dig˘er bir ku¨me u¨zerinde yapılan testlerde en iyi
sonuc¸, bu vurus¸ların silinmesi yo¨ntemi ile elde edilmis¸tir. Bu s¸ekilde yapılan o¨nis¸leme ile
I˙ngilizce’de 1,000 kelimelik dag˘arcık ic¸in %2.23 artıs¸la %86.1 tanıma bas¸arısı go¨zlenirken
Tu¨rkc¸e’de %2.03 artıs¸la %91.7 tanıma oranı yakalanmıs¸tır.
Tanıma sisteminin c¸o¨zu¨mleme as¸amasında kelime-altı birimler kullanılarak dag˘arcık
dıs¸ı kelimelerin tanıma bas¸arısına olan olumsuz etkisinin giderilmesi sag˘lanmıs¸tır. Ayrıca,
N-gram istatistiksel dil modelleri de kullanılmıs¸tır. Genis¸ dag˘arcıklı tanıma ic¸in go¨vde-
ekler s¸eklinde kelime-altı birimlerin kullanılması ile elde edilen %67.9 tanıma bas¸arısı,
kelimelerin kullanılması ile elde edilen bas¸arıdan (%63.8) daha fazla olarak o¨lc¸u¨lmu¨s¸tu¨r.
vi
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Online Handwriting
Recognition
Online handwriting recognition (OHWR) is the task of interpreting handwritten input, at
character, word, or line level. The handwriting is captured by a digitizer equipment, such
as a tablet or pen-enabled smart phones, and represented in the form of a time series of pen
tip coordinates that are captured. Other types of data such as pen pressure, pen up/down
status, velocity, azimuth and altitude are collected by many modern input devices as well.
The main component in a OHWR system is a recognizer which receives the input
signal, runs an algorithm according to the technique it is designed with and outputs dig-
ital text as the result with a probability. A language model can be employed in order to
improve the results of the recognition module. Typically, a lexicon containing the vo-
cabulary for a given task is used to restrict the word hypothesis to be one of the allowed
alternatives.
The size of the recognition vocabulary has a direct effect on recognition performance.
Recognition speed and performance drops as the number of alternative words get larger.
On the other hand, a recognizer can only recognize words contained in the vocabulary,
so, not included words translates into errors. Vocabularies of size over 5,000 are usually
classified as ‘large’ while a typical modern large vocabulary recognition task has a lexicon
of 20,000 or more words.
By the advancement of technology, OHWR is found more and more in everyday life.
However, despite on-going research for several decades and significant improvements
brought on with the use of deep learning techniques recently, recognition systems are far
from being perfect in case of unconstrained handwriting recognition with a large vocab-
ulary for general purpose. For this reason, systems sometimes constrain the writing style
to be hand-print only (e.g. as in forms) in order to simplify the task of the recognizer.
In addition to writing style limitations, some applications may require input written in a
limited area like a box or over a baseline.
1
1.1 Issues in Online Handwriting Recognition
Handwriting recognition requires accurate and robust models to accommodate the vari-
ability in time and feature space. The main sources of variations within handwriting
styles are natural inter-writer (how different people write different characters and words)
and intra-writer variances (how one’s handwriting vary from time to time), as well as
technical specifications (e.g. sampling rate) of digitizers that record the input signal.
Natural Variations
Handwriting is a complex activity that requires fine motor skills. Each individual develops
a style of her own and even then his/her writings show variations from one sample to the
other. The shapes of the characters, slant and skew of the writing, conformity to a base
line, writing speed and pen pressure and order of strokes are all sources of variations
affecting the style.
Writer-dependent systems are trained and tested with writings of the same writer(s).
If a system is designed to be writer-dependent, its parameters are tuned to recognize
hand-writings from a single writer or a few writers hence, the amount of variations drops
dramatically. A writer-independent system is capable of recognizing handwriting from
users whose writing are not seen by the system during training. Much larger training data,
effective normalization before recognition and more complex recognizer architecture are
needed for learning invariant and generalized characteristics of handwriting in writer-
independent systems.
Writing styles can be grouped as hand-printed, cursive and a mixture of these two.
Recognition of fully cursive style is the most difficult because of missing pen-up points
which marks the boundaries of characters in hand-printed style.
In addition to the variations general to all writing systems, some scripts may be more
challenging with number of characters, similarity between characters, allographs, liga-
tures and writing order of the strokes in a character. A simple example of the latter one is
differences in writing order of dots of ‘i’ letters and horizontal bars of ‘t’ letters in Latin-
based alphabets, which is referred as ‘delayed strokes’. Turkish script has more of such
characters in addition to ‘i’ and ‘t’ which introduces more variation in writing order.
Vocabulary Size
Recognition vocabulary is another factor to determine performance of an OWHR. Most of
the time, words that can be recognized are limited with a lexicon of arbitrary size. When
the system assumes that the input will be one of the closed set of words (e.g. a list of words
that contain all possible numbers on a bank check), it is called a closed-vocabulary system.
An open-vocabulary system on the other hand is capable of recognizing words outside
of the lexicon (e.g. character-based systems are example for open-vocabulary systems).
Vocabulary size has direct impact on the system design. A closed-vocabulary task with a
small vocabulary size can model these words directly in recognition phase. However, as
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the vocabulary size increases, modeling of letters instead of words is preferred because of
the computational complexity of modeling individual words.
Although open-vocabulary tasks are deemed to be harder than small-to-medium sized
closed-vocabulary tasks, closed-vocabulary approach can be equally challenging with
large vocabulary sizes. In this regard, Turkish language introduces additional difficulty
due to its level of productivity in word formation.
Turkish is an agglutinative language where new words are formed by adding suffixes
to the end of root words. There are grammatical rules governing which suffixes may
follow which others, and in what order, but the number of possible words that may be
generated by adding suffixes is practically infinite. As such, a finite-size vocabulary for
Turkish would miss a significant percentage of Turkish words, causing a high Out-of-
Vocabulary (OOV) rate. This makes vocabulary-based text recognition approaches un-
suitable for Turkish, or other agglutinative languages. As a solution to OOV problem,
sub-word-based vocabularies have been suggested recently.
Imperfections in Input Signal
Imperfections of a digitizer in capturing strokes of the writer may lead to missing data
points which in turn causes to gaps within strokes. On the other hand, the digitizer can
record extra points which makes the signal noisy. Both the missing data and noisy data
problems should be handled before proceeding further in the recognition process. Inex-
perienced writers may have difficulties in using the stylus and interface of the application.
Some writers may even fail to properly record their writings once they create them. Mis-
labeled data due to user fault constitute a serious problem for handwriting datasets.
Evaluation Metrics
There are several evaluation metrics for OWHR. Word accuracy is the percentage of words
recognized correctly as outputting the same label with the reference string. Word Error
Rate (WER) is a popular metric which is initially used in speech recognition domain.
WER provides a solution where comparison of sequences with different lengths is pos-
sible. It is based on the Levenshtein distance [1]. It is calculated with a dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm efficiently. WER is calculated as the minimum number of edits with
substitution, insertion and deletion of words from the reference string to the output, nor-





Similar to WER, a Character Error Rate (CER) is calculated by using characters in-
stead of words for counting number of edits.
3
1.2 Online Handwriting Recognition Systems Overview
Handwriting recognition systems are typically designed as a large pipeline process where
the output of a previous module is input to the next one.
In the pre-processing step, the raw data from the digitizer is cleaned from noisy and
spurious data and missing data points are recovered. If the handwriting is in multiple
lines, line segmentation is applied beforehand. Next, several normalization procedures
are applied to reduce variations in writing order, size, slant, skew and writing speed. Fi-
nally, relevant and discriminant features are extracted before the recognition phase. Most
of the time, features are heuristic and handcrafted, designed for capturing the important
characteristics of handwriting based on human knowledge. With the recent Deep Learn-
ing technique, features can be learned from the training data itself, but it is a usual practice
to use handcrafted features along with self-learned features in online handwriting domain
[2].
Once the handwriting is represented as feature vectors, it can be used for training a
recognizer. Data used for training (i.e the train set) is learned to tune parameters of the
system according to the technique the recognizer is based on. Next, the recognizer is
tested on hold-out data to evaluate its performance on unseen data. A language model can
be employed in this phase to integrate language knowledge to obtain better recognition
results. Sometimes a final step of post-processing can be used for further improvement of
the output. The whole system can be seen in Figure 1.1
Figure 1.1: The recognition process as a pipeline
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1.3 Literature Review
There have been many studies since early 1990s on online handwriting recognition prob-
lem (see [3] for a survey). While much of this research is focused on recognition of
Latin-based alphabets, especially English, handwriting recognition in other scripts has
also been gaining attention in recent years [4, 5, 6]. Initially limited to the recognition
of isolated characters and digits, state-of-the-art research now aims at recognizing uncon-
strained word and sentence recognition.
Different techniques and approaches are used in recognition systems. One of the
oldest and still popular techniques in handwriting recognition are Hidden Markov Models
(HMM) [7, 8, 9, 10] and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN or NN) [11, 12, 13, 14]. More
recently, deep learning techniques using recurrent neural networks have also been applied
with very good results [15, 16, 17]. As each approach has its own strength, hybrid systems
combining deep learning or other neural network approaches with hidden Markov models
are proposed to combine the benefits of both approaches.
In the rest of this section, a comprehensive online handwriting recognition literature
survey covering articles published after year 2000 is presented. Recognition systems are
reviewed in subsections based on the recognition technique. Studies on Turkish handwrit-
ing recognition are covered in a separate subsection.
1.3.1 Hidden Markov Models Based Systems
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) form the earliest and the most widely used approaches
in online handwriting recognition problem. HMMs can be used for modeling strokes,
characters or words and can be used by themselves or in conjunction with other methods
in hybrid systems [16, 18].
In many systems the parameters of an HMM are typically optimized by the Maximum
Likelihood (ML) approach. However there are some shortcomings of this approach, such
as its sensitivity to the form of the model and the fact that it is linked to the error rate of
the system indirectly. To alleviate these shortcomings, Biem proposes to use the Mini-
mum Classification Error (MCE) criterion along with an allograph-based HMM [8]. The
MCE-based training is a discriminative training method where the aim is to find a set of
parameters that minimize the empirical recognition error rate. The recognition system
is trained with 52K samples from more than 100 writers for a 5K-word lexicon without
any pruning and 10K-word lexicon with pruning. Compared to a ML-based baseline,
9.75% and 6.19% relative word error rate reductions are obtained for the 5K lexicon and
10K-lexicons respectively.
Most of the online handwriting recognition systems obtain the input data via a digi-
tizer like a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) and Tablet PC which captures information
about the pen tip position, velocity, or acceleration as the user writes on the input sur-
face. To bring handwriting recognition to the classrooms, Liwicki and Bunke use online
handwritten text acquired by capturing the trajectory of a pen writing on a whiteboard [9].
Although the data is in on-line format, they transform it to offline form in order to remove
writing order variations. An HMM offline handwriting recognizer which is designed for
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the offline IAM database is then used for recognition, achieving a word recognition rate
of 64.3% on a small dataset with 1000 words. A bigram language model derived from the
LOB corpus is employed in the recognizer. In more recent work, the authors achieve bet-
ter results by increasing the training set size [10]. Using again a bigram language model,
the recognition rate is raised to 68.6% on the IAM-On database.
1.3.2 HMM-NN Hybrid Recognizers
HMM systems are capable of modeling dynamic time sequences of variable lengths,
which makes them appropriate for the handwriting recognition task. However, they can-
not make use of the context such as inter-symbol dependencies (e.g. how the letter ‘e’
appears after the letter ‘t’). In contrast, artificial neural networks in their most common
form (multi-layer perceptrons) are able to capture the contextual information while lack-
ing the ability to handle time varying sequences and their statistical variations. Hybrid
approaches combine the strengths of both methods: in HMM-NN-based systems, NNs
are used for frame/character classification, while HMMs are used for modeling the whole
sequence.
Garcia-Salicetti et al. takes an original approach to HMM-NN combination and pro-
pose a hybrid system of handwritten word recognition based on HMMs with integrated
NNs that are related to letter HMMs [14]. HMMs and NNs are simultaneously initial-
ized and trained. By embedding NNs into the letter HMMs, their system remains within
the HMM framework while extending the HMM with contextual information. They use
Maximum Mutual Information (MMI) criterion for training the NNs. The system works
in a writer-dependent framework with vocabulary sizes of 1,000, 10,600, 20,200. Word
recognition rates for the dictionaries are reported as 96.93%, 91.13% and 88.67% respec-
tively.
In the HMM-based system proposed by Schenk and Rigoll, a NN is used as part
of feature extraction stage of an online handwriting recognition system [13]. After the
feature extraction, a standard HMM is applied. On a 1,500-word database, they achieve
95.9% recognition rate using multi-layer perceptron networks and 95.2% recognition rate
using a recurrent neural network architecture. In both cases a lexicon of 2,000 words is
used for final word recognition.
In [12], Marukatat et al. use NNs to predict the emission probabilities in a hybrid
system. They train the system with 30K words by 256 writers from UNIPEN dataset.
With a 2,000-word lexicon, they report 80.1% and 77.9% word recognition rates for multi-
writer and writer-independent (omni-writer) recognition tasks respectively.
Another work where this hybrid approach is used is [19]. Gauthier et al. propose
classifier combination with an online HMM-NN and an offline HMM system. The offline
recognizer uses the offline version of the online text. Using 40K words written by 256
writers from UNIPEN dataset for training, the combined classifier is tested on parts of a
1K sample set written by the same training set writers. They report a 87% recognition rate
with a 1,500-word lexicon, which decreases to 79% when the lexicon size is increased to
10,000 words.
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1.3.3 HMM- MSTDNN Hybrid Recognizers
Another type of hybrid systems used for online handwriting recognition task is a com-
bination of a multi-state time delay NN (MSTDNN) with an HMM. Time delay NNs
(TDNN) are time invariant NNs which can recognize a pattern regardless of its position
in time. MSTDNN is an extension of TDNN with the dynamic time warping algorithm,
aimed to integrate recognition and segmentation into a single architecture.
Jaeger et al. use MSTDNNs in conjunction with HMMs [20]. A tree representation
of the dictionary employs HMMs that represent individual characters. Using an effi-
cient search algorithm over the tree representation of the dictionary, they achieve a 96%
word recognition rate with a 5,000-word dictionary. The recognition rates for 20,000 and
a 50,000-word dictionaries are 93.4% and 91.2% respectively, using a combination of
handwriting databases of Carnegie Mellon University, University of Karlsruhe and MIT.
Caillaut and Gaudin use the MSTDNN for computation of character likelihoods and
observation probabilities in the HMM recognizer [18]. Searching for the best training
scheme for the hybrid system, they find a new generic criterion combining Maximum
Likelihood (ML) and Maximum Mutual Information (MMI) criteria with a global opti-
mization approach defined at the word level. They achieve a 92.78% word recognition
rate on IRONOFF word database.
1.3.4 BLSTM-based recognizers
Bidirectional Long Short Term Memory (BLSTM) architecture is another approach used
for online handwriting recognition. BLSTMs consist of multiple recurrent neural net-
works (RNNs) for capturing long-term dependencies in both past and future context dur-
ing recognition.
The earliest work proposing an RNN with BLSTM architecture for unconstrained
handwritten word recognition is Liwicki et al. [15]. They use the Connectionist Temporal
Classification (CTC) objective function in the recognizer, in order to correct errors made
at character level and recognize the word. They achieve 74% word accuracy on the IAM-
OnDB which contains forms of handwritten English text acquired on a whiteboard. The
dictionary size is 20,000 consisting of the most frequent words from LOB, Brown and
Wellington corpora.
In another study, Liwicki and Bunke apply feature selection to improve a BLSTM rec-
ognizer’s performance [22]. The best combination of features are searched via sequential
forward and sequential backward searches over a set of 25 features. They report 75.2%
word recognition rate with a BLSTM recognizer on IAM-OnDB dataset using 17 selected
features. Comparatively, an HMM classifier achieves 73.8% recognition rate with 16 se-
lected features.
Graves et al. improve performance of a similar BLSTM system by integrating a bi-
gram language model at connectionist temporal classification layer to achieve a recogni-
tion rate of 79.7% for a 20,000-word open lexicon [17]. A better result of 85.3% accuracy
is achieved with a limited closed dictionary of size 5,597, without a language model. The
BLSTM recognizer is compared to a state-of-the-art HMM recognizer and shown to out-
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Table 1.1: Previous results on word recognition accuracies obtained on public databases.










Jaeger et al. [20] HMM-MSTDNN CMU-
UKA-MIT
4,105 20,000 I 93.4
50,000 I 91.2
Caillaut et al. [18] HMM-MSTDNN IRONOFF 10,448 - I 92.7
Gauthier et al. [19] HMM-NN UNIPEN 1,000 1,500 I 87.0
This work HMM 7,000 1,000 I 86.1
This work HMM 7,000 3,500 I 83.0
Marukatat et al.
[12]
HMM-NN ? 5,000 I 77.0
Marukatat et al.
[12]
HMM-NN ? 5,000 D 75.0
Liwicki et al. [21] HMM IAM-ON 6,204 2,337 I 70.8
Liwicki et al. [15] BLSTM ? 20,000 I 74.0
Liwicki et al. [10] HMM (offline fea-
tures)
1,240 11,050 I 68.6
Liwicki et al. [22] BLSTM ? 20,000 I 75.2
Graves et al. [16] HMM and BLSTM 3,859
lines
20,000 I 79.6
Graves et al. [17] BLSTM 3,859
lines
20,000 I 79.7
Salicetti et al. [14] HMM-NN Proprietary 1,500 1,000 D 96.9
10,600 D 91.1
20,200 D 88.6
Vural et al. [23] HMM (Turkish) Proprietary 200 1,000 I 91.4
This work HMM (Turkish) Proprietary 804 1,956 I 91.7
perform it under all test conditions. The relative error reduction is reported to be as much
as 40% in some cases.
A summary of some of the most recent results reported on public databases or those
that are done on Turkish is given in Table 1.1. Unfortunately, most of these results dis-
cussed in this section are not directly comparable, since different researchers have used
different datasets or different subsets of a dataset or different settings (multi or omni-
writer problem). Nonetheless, it is intended to give an idea about the progress in the
field.
1.3.5 Handwriting Recognition for Turkish
There is little research about recognition of handwritten Turkish text. A number of studies
cover offline Turkish character recognition with some constraints like the style or the case
[24, 25, 26].
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In offline handwritten Turkish text recognition, Yanikoglu and Kholmatov use the
HMM letter models previously developed for English, by mapping the Turkish characters
to the closest English character (the input of the word gu¨nes¸ is recognized as gunes). They
report 56% top-10 word recognition rate using an 17,000-word lexicon obtained from a
newspaper corpus. Resembling the work in [27], [28] use character-based word recog-
nition method for offline lowercase mixed-style handwritten Turkish words and achieve
84% recognition rate by using a dictionary of size 2,500.
In online handwriting recognition, Vural et al. obtain 94% word recognition rate using
a lexicon of 1,000-word lexicon and report that about 35% of the errors are due to delayed
strokes [23].
1.4 Thesis Overview
With the ever increasing use of computers and digital appliances like tablet PCs or smart-
phones, input modalities evolve towards the more natural interactions like touch, speech,
sketching and handwriting. Handwriting recognition in general and online handwriting
recognition in particular is an active research area which have a direct impact on everyday
technology. Products employing handwriting recognition functionality are widely in use.
Educational applications which have been employing handwriting recognition ability for
some time, are likely to benefit from any improvement in that research area. Nevertheless,
there is a lack of research on recognition of online handwritten text in Turkish and this
work primarily aims to fill that gap with a state-of-the-art recognizer for the first time.
This thesis focuses on building an online handwriting recognizer with Hidden Markov
Models for recognition of Turkish isolated words. It starts with development of a recog-
nition engine with comparatively smaller vocabulary which is intended to be a part of an
educational software for tablet PCs as described in [29]. Then, the system evolves to a
large vocabulary recognition system by integration of state-of-the-art techniques of lan-
guage modeling. The thesis provides solutions to the problems particular to recognition
of Turkish language and script.
Chapter 2 presents theoretical background for Hidden Markov Models and their use
for handwriting recognition. In Chapter 3, details of language modeling for handwriting
recognition is explained. Two main problems in recognition of Turkish language script,
delayed strokes and high rate of OOV are discussed in Chapter 4 and some solutions
are proposed in Chapter 5. Datasets, text corpora and software resources are presented
in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 describes the proposed recognition system as a baseline while
Chapter 8 includes experimental results regarding each solution for attempted problems
and the overall system performance. And finally Chapter 9 draws conclusions and sug-
gests directions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Hidden Markov Models for Online
Handwriting Recognition
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), which are initially applied to the automatic speech
recognition (ASR) problem [30], have been a popular method for handwriting recogni-
tion as well. Capability of HMMs for time alignment and for the maximum likelihood
formulation of the parameter estimation make them a suitable technique for modeling
sequences in recognition problems in domains like speech, computational biology and
online handwriting recognition. Starting from early 1990s ([31, 32]), HMMs became a
preferable approach for script recognition; historically first for offline modality and then
for online form ([33, 3]). In this section, first, a brief introduction will be made to HMMs
theory. Next, use of HMMs for online handwriting recognition problem will be explained.
2.1 Hidden Markov Models
HMMs can be classified as discrete and continuous based on their observation densities.
If the observations come from a categorical distribution, HMMs are said to be discrete.
With continuous HMMs, observations are generated from a Gaussian distribution. For
the sake of simplicity, the theory will be explained mostly with discrete HMMs. Later,
application of the technique to online handwriting will cover continuous type of HMMs.
2.1.1 Definition
A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a statistical model in which a system is modeled with
a set of unobservable/hidden states and probabilistic transitions between them. In HMMs,
the sequence of states that the system goes through are unknown but states emit symbols
from a predefined alphabet with a probability model which are observable themselves.
Discrete HMM formalism is a kind of discrete state Markov process with additional
property of probabilistic outputs. A discrete state Markov process can be in one of n dis-
tinct discrete states, {S1, S2, ..., SN} at any given time. It satisfies the first order Markov
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condition such that its future behavior depends only on its present state which brings out
the state-independence assumption.
According to the first order Markov assumption, the probability of being in a state Q
at time n only depends on the observation at time n− 1:
P (Qn = Si|Qn−1 = Sj, Qn−2 = Sa, ..., Q0 = Sb) = P (Qn = Si|Qn−1 = Sj),∀i, j, a, b, n.
(2.1)
The process can be in any one of its discrete states initially at time t0. Initial state
probabilities of a discrete state Markov process with N states are shown as Π = {pii}
where
pii = P (Q0 = Si), 1 ≤ i ≤ N. (2.2)
The process can make a transition from statei to statej with a probability aij at a
discrete time. State transition probabilities are shown as A = {aij} where
P (Qn = Sj|Qn−1 = Si), 1 ≤ i ≤ N and
∑
j
aij = 1,∀i. (2.3)
Π and A together define a discrete state Markov process. An extension with proba-
bilities of observation symbol emission at visited states is required for definition of an
HMM.
In HMM formalism, each state can emit an observation with a probability. Since
observations are probabilistic, an observation sequence does not have a corresponding
deterministic state sequence. In general, there are many possible state sequences which
generate an observation sequence which makes the actual state sequence “hidden”.
If a model has N distinct states , M distinct observation symbols in each state and On
is the observation at time n and vk is an event for which the observation symbol is k then
the state observation probabilities B = {bivk} are
bivk = P (On = vk|Qn = Si), 1 ≤ i ≤ N and 1 ≤ k ≤M. (2.4)
It is assumed that the output observation at a given time is dependent only on the
current state, it is independent of previous observations and states which can be stated as
P (On = vk|On−1 = va, On−2 = vb, . . . , O0 = vc, Qn = Sk) = P (On = vk|Qn = Sk),
∀k, a, b, c, n.
(2.5)
With the extension of state observation probabilities over discrete state Markov pro-
cess, a HMM λ is formally defined by the following elements:
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• A set of states Q = S1, ..., SN .
• A transition model, defined by the probabilities P (Qt = Si|Qt−1 = Sj), for all Si ,
Sj ∈ Q where P (Qt = Si) denotes the probability of the process being in state Si
at time t.
• A probability distribution over initial states P (Q1 = S), ∀S ∈ Q.
• An emission model, defined by the probabilities P (X|S), where S ∈ Q, and X is
an observation from the alphabet. In case of discrete HMMs alphabet is a finite set
and it is set of real numbers RD with D dimension of observations in continuous
HMMs.
Figure 2.1: A HMM with three states and 4-symbol observation alphabet. Observation
probability notation is simplified to bij as the probability of emitting jth symbol at ith state
2.1.2 Three Basic Problems of HMMs
HMMs are characterized by three fundamental problems:
1. The Evaluation Problem: Given an HMM, λ = (A,B,Π) and an observation se-
quence O = {O1O2 . . . OT}, what is P (O|λ), the probability of the observation
sequence O ?
2. The Decoding Problem: Given an observation sequence O = {O1O2 . . . OT}, and
an HMM λ = (A,B,Π) what is the optimal state sequence Q = {Q1Q2 . . . QT}
which maximizes P (Q,O|λ) ?
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3. The Training Problem: Given an observation sequence O = {O1O2 . . . OT}, what
is the optimal model λ which maximizes P (O|λ) ?
The Forward Algorithm; A Solution to The Evaluation Problem
In HMM systems, each hidden state produces only a single observation but the actual
state sequence Q = {Q1Q2 . . . QT} is unknown for a given observation sequence O =
{O1O2 . . . OT}. In order to compute probability of a particular observation, P (O|λ),








P (O|Q, λ)P (Q|λ). (2.6)
P (Q|λ) can be calculated from probability of being in each state in Q by using the
state independence assumption 2.1 :
P (Q|λ) = piQ1aQ2Q1aQ3Q2 . . . aQtQt−1 . (2.7)
Similarly, by the output independence assumption 2.5, P (O|Q, λ) is calculated as:
P (O|Q, λ) = bQ1O1bQ2O2 . . . bQTOT . (2.8)
Rewriting 2.6 using 2.7 and 2.8, the probability of an observation sequence given a




(bQ1O1bQ2O2 . . . bQTOT ) ·
(
piQ1aQ2Q1aQ3Q2 . . . aQtQt−1
)
. (2.9)
It is infeasible to sum over all possible state sequences, especially when the number
of possible states N, or the length of the observation sequence T increases. Instead of the
naive method which has a complexity O(2TNT ), a dynamic programming approach can
be employed with much efficiency. The forward algorithm provides an efficient solution
by a recursive computation of so-called forward variables with a complexity of O(N2T ).
A forward variable, αt(j), keeps the probability of being in state j after seeing the first
t observations, at time t, given the model λ.
αt(j) = P (O1O2 . . . Ot, Qt = Sj|λ). (2.10)
With the dynamic programming approach, each forward variable is computed from





pijbjo1 t = 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ N∑N
i=1 αt−1(i)aijbj(ot); 1 ≤ j ≤ N, 2 ≤ t ≤ T
(2.11)
After calculation of forward variables for all states at time T, probability of a sequence





The Viterbi Algortihm: A Solution to the Decoding Problem
Given an observation sequence O = {O1O2 . . . OT} and a model λ, the most probable
sequence of states that have generated O , Q = {Q1Q2 . . . QT}, can be computed naively
by running the forward algorithm for all possible hidden state sequences. However, it is
again infeasible for many real tasks due to exponentially large number of state sequences.
The Viterbi algorithm, which is based on dynamic programming paradigm provides an
efficient solution to the decoding problem.
Much like the forward variables of forward algorithm, the Viterbi algorithm keeps
calculations at each time step as intermediate values and builds up on them to reach a
final calculation. An intermediate value vt(j) represents the maximum probability of
being in state j after seeing the first t observations by passing through the most probable
state sequence Q1Q2 . . . Qt−1 at time t, given the model λ.
vt(j) = max
Q1Q2...Qt−1
P (Q1, Q2, . . . , Qt−1, O1, O2, . . . , Ot−1, Qt = j|λ). (2.13)




pijbjo1 t = 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ N
max
1≤j≤N
vt−1(i)aijbj(ot), 1 ≤ j ≤ N, 2 ≤ t ≤ T (2.14)
At the end of process, max
1≤j≤N
vT value gives the maximum probability P* of seeing
the given observation sequence by passing through the most optimal state sequence Q*.
Keeping track of hidden states that led to each state by means of back-pointers allows to
recover the optimal state sequence with backtracking from the end state to the beginning.
The Baum-Welch Algorithm; A Solution to Training Problem
Given an observation sequence, O = O1O2 . . . Ot, computation of initial, transition
and observation probabilities that maximize the probability of the observation sequence,
P (O|λ) is the training problem of HMMs.
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The Baum-Welch algorithm [34, 35], which is also known as the forward-backward
algorithm is the standard method of training HMMs. The algorithm itself is a version of
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm where starting off with the initial estimates
for the transition and observation probabilities, it iteratively computes expected state oc-
cupancy count and expected state transition counts and then re-estimates the probabilities
from the calculated values.
Maximum likelihood estimation of the probability aij of a particular transition be-
tween states i and j can be calculated by counting the number of times the transition takes
place divided by the total number of any transitions from state i:
aij =
number of transitions from Qi to Qj∑
Q∈Q number of transitions from Qi to Q
(2.15)
These counts cannot be computed directly in an HMM because the states are hidden
and the sequence of states that generate a given input is unknown. The forward variable
and a similar backward variable are used to compute estimations for these counts in The
Baum-Welch algorithm.
A backward variable, βt(i), represents the probability of seeing the partial observation
sequence Ot+1Ot+2 . . . OT at time t and state i in a given HMM λ:
βt(i) = P (Ot+1Ot+2 . . . OT |Qt = Si, λ). (2.16)
Computation of backward variables is done recursively:
βt(i) =
{
1 t = T, 1 ≤ i ≤ N∑N
j=1 βt+1(j)aijbj(ot+1); 1 ≤ i ≤ N, 2 ≤ t ≤ T
(2.17)
Probability of a given observation sequence P (O|λ) can be defined in terms of both








An estimation for aij can be expressed as :
aˆij =
expected number of transitions from Qi to Qj∑
Q∈Q expected number of transitions from Qi to Q
(2.19)
Expected number of transitions from Qi to Qj can be expressed as the sum of prob-
abilities of making a transition from state i to state j at time t for all time steps in the
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observation sequence. ξt(i, j) is defined as the joint probability of being in state i at time
t and in state j at time t+ 1, given an observation sequence O and a model λ:
ξt(i, j) = P (Qt = Si, Qt+1 = Sj|O, λ). (2.20)
ξt(i, j) =
P (Qt = Si, Qt+1 = Sj,O|λ)
P (O|λ) (2.21)
The numerator term of 2.21 can be expressed with forward and backward variables
and transition probability of corresponding states:
P (Qt = Si, Qt+1 = Sj,O|λ) = αt(i)aijbj(ot+1)βt+1(j). (2.22)
















Estimation of observation probability of symbol vk at state j, bˆj(vk) can be explained
as:
bˆj(vk) =
expected number of times in state j and observing symbol vk
expected number of times in state j
(2.25)
Probability of being in state j at time t, γt(j) with a given observation sequence O and
a model λ is defined as:
γt(j) = P (Qt = Sj|O, λ) = P (Qt = Sj, O|λ)
P (O|λ) =
αt(j)βt(j)
P (O|λ) . (2.26)
The expected number of times the model is in state j and symbol vk is observed is
calculated by summing γt(j) up for all time steps t in which the observed symbol is vk.






The forward-backward algorithm calculates iteratively first ξ and γ from current tran-
sition and observation probabilities, A and B, of the model λ and then use the resulting
values to make estimations aˆ and bˆ to recompute A and B.
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2.1.3 HMMs for Online Handwriting Recognition
Online handwriting is represented with states in a HMM system. According to the cho-
sen recognition unit, a set of states and transitions between them can represent words,
characters or sub-characters. Characters are the natural unit for many scripts.
When the recognition unit is chosen as the characters, each training word or sentence
is represented by concatenating a sequence of character models together to form a one
large model. In Figure 2.2, words {ONE, TWO, THREE . . . TEN} are represented with
concatenation of character HMMs and each character is modeled by three states.
Tasks of handwriting recognition process can be expressed as special cases of the
three problems of HMMs. For example, given a set of character models λ and an ob-
servation sequence O, character recognition is evaluating each of the model λ for O to
find the model that have the maximum probability, P (O|λ). During the training phase,
for each training sample, a composite model is effectively synthesized by concatenating
the phoneme models given by the transcription of that sample. The parameters of the
character models are then re-estimated using the Baum-Welch algorithm.
On the other hand, word recognition with character-based HMMs is the decoding
problem; given a set of character models λ, the optimal sequence of states Q* correspond-
ing to the observation sequence is found using the Viterbi algorithm. Using a lexicon of
possible words in the form of a word network, the most probable match is searched for
a given test sample. Again, the words in the network are represented with concatenated
character models as shown in Figure 2.2. Sentence recognition is similar to word recog-
nition with the addition of a special model for space character.
Figure 2.2: Word HMM as concatenation of character HMMs
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HMM Configuration
As a graphical model, the design of topology is an important part of configuration in
HMMs. The term topology defines valid transitions between states within the context of
HMMs. Figure 2.3 shows some examples of possible topology designs. Ergodic or fully-
connected topology where transitions between any two states is allowed is generally not
suitable for handwriting recognition since handwriting data is chronologically organized.
The models where transitions are limited to potentially relevant ones and irrelevant ones
are suppressed by hard-coded transition probability of 0 are better in describing hand-
writing. Linear and Bakis type are the most common HMM topologies in handwriting
recognition. A transition can represent 1) a progress in time from Qi to Qj where j > i,
2) a self transition to the same state to match variable duration of a segment, 3) a skip one
or more (usually two) states forward to match optional or missing parts.
Figure 2.3: HMM topologies : 1) Linear 2) Bakis-type 3) Ergodic
The number of states per model can be the same for all HMMs or can be designed
according to the complexity of models. For example, in case of character models, number
of states can be adjusted to acknowledge the different length of characters. Word models
are formed by concatenating character models end-to-end.
For most of the pattern recognition applications, output are real-values coming from
distributions over < which do not have parametric descriptions. Mixture of densities are
used for approximating output probabilities in such system. Gaussian mixture models,





where N(.;µ,Σ) is a multivariate Gaussian distribution with µ mean and Σ covariance
matrix. The subscript notation ”sm” indicates m-th mixture component in GMM of state
s. The number of Gaussian mixtures is a crucial part of the HMM configuration. It is
usually decided using an iterative approach as incrementation by splitting during training
of models ([36]).
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Although it is very common to choose HMM configurations based on experiments and
heuristics, there are some other methods to adapt number of states, topology and number
of mixtures to model structure automatically [37, 38, 39, 36]. The effects of individual
configuration components are also reported in some studies [40, 41]. While the number
of states per model is an important part of HMM configuration, the topology is found to




Language modeling is an essential part of all modern recognition systems. It is used for
improving the recognition results by imposing some constraints on the decoding proce-
dure and the output of the system.
During the HMM decoding process, the most probable path is searched through a
probabilistically scored time/state lattice (see 2.1.2). A list of words comprising the lex-
icon is used for limiting the search of probable paths to valid words designated for that
system. The size of the lexicon is typically thousands of words, for large vocabulary
recognition systems. A task related to the language modeling is to generate an appropri-
ate recognition lexicon for the particular task, which is covered in Chapter 4.
It is not sufficient to constrain the output, but the order of the elements in the out-
put should be correct as well. For example, not every sequence of valid words make a
grammatical sentence. It is necessary to have a means of selecting the correct ordering
of lexicon items. Another main motivation of language modeling is to choose the most
likely observation sequence by likelihood estimation.
There are different methods of modeling sequence probabilities in a language. Statis-
tical language modeling is a well-founded and popular approach in speech and handwrit-
ing recognition [42]. Statistical language models that are based on N-gram statistics have
been the dominant approach in language modeling because of their simplicity and low
computational complexity. Other methods include Maximum Entropy Language Model
(ME LM) [43] and Neural Network based language models [44]. In this work, N-gram
models are utilized for language modeling.
3.1 N-gram Language Modeling
An N-gram is an N-token sequence of lexicon elements such as letters, syllables and
words. An N-gram model indicates the conditional probability of observing a word given
the history of the previousN−1 words [45]. The chain rule of probability provides a way
for the calculation of members of a joint distribution of some random variables x1 . . . xn,
using conditional probabilities:
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P (x1 . . . xn) = P (x1)P (x2|x1)P (x3|x1x2) . . . P (xn|x1 . . . xn−1) =
n∏
k=1
P (xk|x1 . . . xk−1).
(3.1)
Using the chain rule, a relationship can be established between the joint probability
of a sequence of words and the conditional probability of a word given the previous ones.
The probability of a sequence of words, (w1, w2, ..., wN) can be estimated by multiplying
the conditional probabilities of the words on their history of previous words. as :




P (wk|w1 . . . wk−1). (3.2)
Computation of exact probability of a word, given a long sequence of preceding words
P (wn|w1 . . . wn−1), is neither feasible nor always possible for larger values of N. Instead
of computing the probability of a word given its entire history, an approximation is possi-
ble by limiting the history to a few words. For example, a bi-gram model (2-gram) uses a
history of one word while a tri-gram model (3-gram) covers the previous two words in its
history. In general, a N-gram model approximates the conditional probability of the next
word by using previous N − 1 words. As the value of N increases, N-gram models are
more successful in modeling the training data since they use longer context, at the cost of
increased complexity.
With bi-gram models, the probability of a word given all the words previous to it
P (wn|w1 . . . wn−1), is approximated by using only the the conditional probability of
P (wn|wn−1) words:
P (wn|w1 . . . wn−1) ≈ P (wn|wn−1). (3.3)
The probability of a complete word sequence is:




The general equation of N-gram approximation for the conditional probability of the
next word of a given sequence is:
P (wn|w1 . . . wn−1) ≈ P (wn|wn−N+1 . . . wn−1). (3.5)
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3.1.1 Estimation of N-gram model parameters
Parameters of an N-gram model can be estimated with the Maximum Likelihood Estima-
tion (MLE). Using bi-gram modeling, the probability estimation of a given a sequence of
words (wn−1wn) is calculated as the count of the sequence normalized by sum of counts
for all word sequences starting with wn−1:
P (wn|wn−1) = C(wn−1wn)∑
C(wn−1w)
. (3.6)
which can be further simplified to :
P (wn|wn−1) = C(wn−1wn)
C(wn−1)
. (3.7)
In general, based on normalization of observation frequencies, i.e. relative frequen-
cies, MLE parameter for the N-gram probabilities can be written as:
P (wn|wn−N+1 . . . wn−1) = C(wn−N+1 . . . wn−1wn)
C(wn−N+1 . . . wn−1)
. (3.8)
Parameters that are estimated by the MLE, as its name suggests, maximizes the likelihood
of the training set T, given a model M, P (T |M).
3.1.2 Interpolation and Backoff
Interpolation and backoff are two mechanisms to estimate the higher-order N-grams that
suffer from data sparsity, from lower-order probabilities. The backoff model uses the
lower-order counts only if a higher-order count is zero. Interpolation, on the other hand,
estimates the probability from all of the N-grams, such that counts of all N-gram orders
are mixed to do a weighted interpolation. The weights are learned from a held-out dataset.
3.1.3 Smoothing
Since the maximum likelihood estimation of the model parameters is based on assigning
probabilities from counts in a limited training set, N-gram sequences that are missing
from the training set are set to zero probability. However, any valid sequence should have
a non-zero probability.
The smoothing process modifies the MLE approach to assign non-zero probabilities to
any N-gram, even if it is not observed in the training set. There are a number of smoothing
algorithms like Laplace Smoothing, Good-Tuning Discounting, Witten-Bell Discounting
and Kneser-Ney Smoothing. In this work, the Kneser-Ney method will be used for bi-
gram and tri-gram models.
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Kneser-Ney Smoothing
The Kneser-Ney method [46] is a backoff model based on absolute discounting. Absolute
discounting is an interpolation method but it subtracts a fixed discount δ ∈ [0, 1] from
non-zero counts, instead of multiplying with a weight.
With the Kneser-Ney method, instead of the unigram MLE count, a heuristic that can
more accurately estimate the number of times a word w is expected to be seen in a new,
unseen context is used for the backoff distribution. That heuristic is the number of different
contexts the word w appears in. The more a word appears in different context, the more
it is likely to appear in a new unseen context. The backoff probability of Kneser-Ney
method, which is named as ”continuation probability” is given as:
PCONT (wi) =
|{wi−1 : C(wi−1wi) > 0}|∑
w i|{wi−1 : C(wi−1wi) > 0}|
(3.9)





), if C(wi−1wi) > 0
α(wi)PCONT , otherwise
with a suitable discount value δ and a coefficient α on the backoff value which makes the
sum of all probabilities equal to 1.
3.2 Perplexity
Statistical language models are usually evaluated on the basis of an intrinsic measure
named as perplexity. Perplexity is the metric of how well a probability model (i.e. lan-
guage model) predicts probability of the test data. A more intuitive definition can be a
measure of on average how many different equally most probable words can follow any
given word. For a test set with N words w1, w2, ..., wN , the perplexity of the model on
the test set is defined as probability of the test set, normalized by the number of words, N
:






P (w1, w2, ..., wN)
(3.10)
using the chain rule to expand W in Equation 3.10:







P (wi|w1, ..., wi−1) (3.11)
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If the test set is the whole sequence of words, one after the other, then the sentence
boundaries are also taken into consideration in probability computation through the be-
ginning and ending markers i.e. < s > and < /s >. Ending marker < /s > is included
in the total count of word tokens N as well.
As can be seen from Equation 3.11, minimizing the perplexity means maximizing the
test set probability according to the language model. The model that assigns the highest
probability to the test data predicts it more accurately. Based on this, lower perplexity
generally indicates a better model. However, perplexity is not a definite way of determin-
ing the usefulness of a language model. A model with lower perplexity can be a better
one at predicting the next word when a set of previous words are given in a test set. But its
performance may not be the same on the real life data if the test set is not a good sample of
the real life data. In general, perplexity is a useful metric for comparing language models
on the same test data. Also, two models can be compared by perplexity only if they use
the same vocabulary.
Perplexity is derived from the cross-entropy concept of the Information Theory [47].
Entropy is a measure of information which can be adapted in language processing to
measure to how well a given grammar matches a given language, how much information
does a particular grammar contain and how predictive a given N-gram grammar is about
the next word could be [45].
Entropy of a sequence of variables, as in the case of a word sequence in a grammar,
can be calculated through a variable that will range over these sequences.
Per-word entropy or entropy rate is the entropy of the sequence divided by the number
of words in the sequence:
1
n




p(w1, . . . , wn)logp(w1, . . . , wn) (3.12)
For calculation of the true entropy of a language, which can be accepted as a stochastic
process, sequences of infinite length should be considered. Entropy rate of a language L
is defined as:











p(w1, . . . , wn)logp(w1, . . . , wn) (3.13)
If the language is ergodic and stationary1, the summation over all possible word se-
quences can be discarded. In this case, a single, long-enough sequence of words can be
used for estimation of the entropy and the entropy rate of a stochastic process.




logp(w1 . . . wn) (3.14)
1A language is stationary if the probability distribution of the words do not change with time and a
language is ergodic if its statistical properties can be deduced from a single, sufficiently long sequence of
words
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When the actual probability distribution p that generated some data is not known, then
approximation to the entropy is calculated as the cross-entropy. With the cross-entropy, a
model m which approximates p is used for calculation of sequence probabilities. Cross-
entropy of m on p is defined as:






p(w1, . . . , wn)logm(w1, . . . , wn) (3.15)
According to Equation 3.15, sequences come from the probability distribution p but
the log probabilities are calculated according to the model m. With the assumption that
the process is stationary and ergodic as in Equation 3.14, the cross-entropy can be approx-
imated by taking a single, sufficiently long sequence instead of summation of all possible
sequences:




logm(w1, . . . , wn) (3.16)
Since the probabilities are calculated according to the model m, the cross-entropy
is an upper bound for the true entropy and H(p) ≤ H(p,m). Using that relation, two
models can be compared over the cross-entropy values; the more accurate a model m,
the lower the cross-entropy and the closer the cross-entropy to the entropy. Again, an
approximation of cross-entropy of a model M = P (wi|w1 . . . wN), is possible by using a
sufficiently long sequence, W , with a fixed length N , instead of an infinite one:
H(W ) = − 1
N
logP (w1, . . . , wN) (3.17)
The definition of perplexity (PP) of a model P on a sequence of words W is the exp
of the cross-entropy:
PP (W ) = 2H(W )











P (wi|w1, ..., wi−1) (3.18)
Perplexity can be seen as the weighted average branching factor of a language express-
ing the average number of equi-probable words that can follow a given word. It provides
a measure on the prediction search space of the language, just as the entropy provides a
measure of the size of a search space.
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3.3 Integration of Language Models to The Decoding Pro-
cess
The Viterbi Algorithm as explained in Section 2.1.2 use a simplifying assumption that if
the ultimate best path for the entire observation sequence goes through a state qi, then the
best path up to and including qi must be a part of the best path. That assumption limits the
algorithm to make use of a bi-gram model, since a trigram model violates it by allowing
the probability of a word to be based on the previous two words [45]. A best trigram path
may not be lying on the global best path of the entire word sequence, even though one of
its components does.
A solution for this problem is the lattice expansion method to change the lattice so
that all of the N-grams appear on it. Another method of language model integration is
to generate multiple hypothesis in the decoding process and then re-rank them using a
higher order language model, which is called lattice rescoring.
3.3.1 Lattice Expansion
Figure 3.1: A simple lattice (network) with no language model scores
The lattice expansion method is based on adding new nodes and edges as duplications
of existing ones to fulfill representation of all possible N-grams. The transitions between
nodes are then used to reflect the language model. Lattice expansion can be used in
single-pass decoding. In order to accommodate all N-grams in a given network, a unique
(N − 1)-word context should be created for each transition [48].
In Figure 3.1 a simple grammar network is drawn as a digraph. It has 14 nodes of
which 5 is NULL nodes which are used for simplification of the network. In the initial
setting no language model is applied to the network hence language model scores for
transitions are empty. If the network lattice is expanded with a bi-gram language model,
no new nodes are required for bi-gram score integration but the structure of the lattice
and edges are fundamentally changed to represent each bi-gram uniquely, as shown in
Figure 3.2. Finally in Figure 3.3, by integration of tri-gram scores to the original lattice,
there are newly added nodes and many edges provide unique bi-gram context for each
tri-gram transition. As can be seen from that example, lattice expansion with higher-order
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Figure 3.2: The simple lattice expanded with a bi-gram model
language models increases the complexity of the decoding lattice in terms of nodes and
transitions between them.
3.3.2 Lattice Rescoring
As an alternative to single-pass decoding, transcriptions of a decoding process can be
generated through gradual integration of the language model. With the multi-pass ap-
proach [49], a lattice can be generated with lower order knowledge sources, which are
then rescored with higher order ones. Multi-pass decoding has been the dominating ap-
proach in automatic speech recognition domain for some time [50, 51]. It aims to lower
the computational complexity of building the optimized search network in the first-pass,
while achieving still a reasonable accuracy with rescoring.
Within the context of lattice rescoring, a lattice is a weighted directed acyclic graph
with paths from the start state to a final state representing an alternative decoding hy-
pothesis, weighted by its recognition score for a given handwriting input. A lattice is
created for each test sample by running the decoder with some decoding network. Each
hypothesis in the lattice contains the optical model likelihood and the language model
probability separately represented. Each of these two scoring parts can be replaced with
a more sophisticated model to achieve better accuracy [45].
The motivation for using higher-order knowledge on a lattice is that a better scoring
will direct the decoding process to the path which will result in the correct transcription.
However, the correct transcription should be included in the lattice at the first hand. The
lattice error rate is a measure to understand the quality of a lattice. It is the word error rate
if a perfect knowledge source leads the decoder to the path that has the lower error rate.
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Figure 3.3: The simple lattice expanded with a tri-gram model
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Chapter 4
Challenges in Turkish Online
Handwriting Recognition
Turkish language is the most widely spoken member of Turkic languages. There are more
than 80 million native speakers who live mostly in Turkey. Some other countries like
Germany, Greece, Bulgaria and Northern Cyprus host considerable numbers of people
who speak Turkish.
The main characteristics of the Turkish language are vowel harmony, lack of gram-
matical gender and extensive agglutination. Although the basic word order of Turkish is
subject–object–verb, Turkish-in-use is considered to have a free word order which intro-
duces a challenge in most Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks.
Turkish alphabet has 29 letters: {’a’, ’b’, ’c’, ’c¸’, ’d’, ’e’, ’f’, ’g’, ’g˘’, ’h’, ’ı’, ’i’, ’j’,
’k’, ’l’, ’m’, ’n’, ’o’, ’o¨’, ’p’, ’r’, ’s’, ’s¸’, ’t’, ’u’, ’u¨’, ’v’, ’y’, ’z’ }. Eight of them are
vowels: { ’a’, ’e’, ’ı’, ’i’, ’o’, ’o¨’, ’u’, ’u¨’} which are classified according to frontness-
backness and roundedness-unroundedness. There is almost one-to-one relation between
letters and phonemes, so the Turkish orthography is quite regular with a few exceptional
cases.
New words are generated from roots by adding suffixes one after the other. Suffixes
are either inflectional or derivational. Another classification of suffixes according to word
category is either verbal or nominal. There are complex rules of morphotactics that gov-
ern the suffix order. Vowel harmony, consonant harmony, vowel ellipsis are the main
orthographical and phonetic events that are observed with agglutination.
Looking from the perspective of handwriting recognition, Turkish script has many
similarities with other Latin scripts like English which makes it possible to adapt strategies
that work for them. However, there are some other issues which are particular to Turkish
that should be taken into consideration separately.
The delayed strokes problem which is intensified with additional Turkish characters
like ’s¸’,’c¸’ and ’o¨’ is one of such problems. For example, Vural et al. report that about
35% of the recognition errors are due to delayed strokes in their handwriting recogni-
tion system [23]. The delayed strokes have detrimental effect on the optical modeling
phase by addition of unnecessary variation. Also, they can affect the decoding process by
introducing more confusion between similar-looking characters.
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High productivity of Turkish creates another problem that arises in decoding phase.
Turkish word formation is based on adding suffixes to a root word which can create a
theoretically infinite lexicon. The closed-vocabulary recognition systems require a list
of valid words to restrict the search space in deciding the most probable word as the
output. Since it is not possible to list all words that can be generated in highly productive
languages like Turkish, the number of Out-of-Vocabulary words is quite high in most of
the cases which makes the simple word list based recognition not suitable for Turkish.
Another problem of Turkish related to the agglutinative nature of Turkish is the high
level of confusability between word surface forms which increases with the vocabulary
size. As words are created by affixation to root words, many words share the same
stem and often differ only in suffixes by a single character. The problem is more se-
vere when these suffixes have similar optical features, as in the example of kitabımı (my
book-accusative) and kitabını (your/his/her book-accusative). In this case, the recognizer
would have to chose between two alternatives with almost equal optical and linguistics
scores. Even with 0% OOV rate, it is still difficult to make a correct recognition because
of the high confusability in a large lexicon. While there is no solution to this problem, it
is worth mentioning among problems pertaining to the recognition of Turkish text.
The problems arising from the delayed strokes and the high productivity of Turkish
are discussed in detail in the following sections. Solutions proposed and developed within
this work are presented in Chapter 5.
4.1 Delayed Strokes
One of the well-known problems in online handwriting recognition domain is the so-
called delayed strokes that increase timing variations in online handwriting. A delayed
stroke is “a stroke, such as the crossing of a ‘t’ or the dot of an ‘i’, written in delayed
fashion (not immediately after the corresponding character’s body)”. Writers have dif-
ferent writing practices as to when they write such strokes (right after the character body
or after the word is written), which cause variations in the resulting sequence, which in
turn degrades recognition performance. Each script has different strokes that are typically
written in delayed fashion. These strokes can be either diacritical marks or integral parts
of characters. Figure 4.1 shows an example word with delayed strokes.
Deciding whether a stroke is delayed or not requires knowing letter boundaries and
cannot be done perfectly without full segmentation of a word into its letters. Nonetheless,
delayed stroke detection and handling methods try to identify delayed strokes by their
shape, size and locations, in order to reduce writing order variations.
Delayed strokes of Latin-based scripts can be investigated in three groups: 1) those
that are written spatially above other strokes of the character, mostly without touching
them, such as i-dots, umlauts (pair of dots) or other similar accents (e.g. accents grave
and breve); 2) those that are written spatially below other strokes of the character, with or
without touching them (e.g. cedilla and hook); and 3) those that are spatially overlapping
with other strokes of the character, such as crosses of ‘f’,‘t’,‘z’, and ‘x’. Turkish script
has all the three types of delayed strokes in letters (‘f’,‘t’,‘z’, ‘c¸’, ‘g˘’, ‘i’, ‘j’, ’ ‘o¨’, ‘s¸’ and
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Figure 4.1: Delayed strokes in a sample of word ’Quantitative’. Red colored strokes are
delayed. Pen-up positions are marked with green points. Dashed blue lines are the trace
of the pen.
‘’u¨’).
4.2 OOV and Vocabulary Explosion
The recognition dictionaries are designed to cover maximal number of words that can
appear in the test data. Yet, there may still be some words that are not covered by the
dictionary which are named as Out-of-Vocabulary (OOV) words. OOV words translates to
errors in recognition, so it is important to chose a suitable dictionary size which minimizes
OOV rates while still remaining manageable in terms of decoding complexity.
Vocabulary explosion can be defined as high rate of increase in vocabulary size of
a language due to its morphological productivity. Agglutinative languages like Turkish,
Finnish and Korean suffer from vocabulary explosion because of high numbers of words
that are produced by derivational processes. In case of the recognition dictionaries, the
inflection process contributes to vocabulary increase as well.
4.2.1 Turkish Morphology and Its Effects on The Recognition Vo-
cabulary
Morphology is the study of words, rules governing word formations and relationships be-
tween words in a language. Structural analysis of words and parts of words as stems, root
words, prefixes, and suffixes and functional analysis as parts-of-speech are investigated
under morphology as well.
Morpheme is defined as the smallest grammatical unit, which is meaningful itself, in
a language. Words are made out of morphemes. Morphemes that have meanings of their
own are roots and other morphemes that have grammatical functions are considered as
affixes.
Affixes can be of type prefix, infix or suffix according to the place they are attached
in a word. Two categories of affixes are 1) inflectional (grammatical): those that does not
change the basic meaning of the word but its meaning regarding number, gender, person,
tense, modality etc. 2) derivational: those that produce new lexical items from the word,
which may not be of the same grammatical category anymore.
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Morphotactics is the set of rules governing how morphemes are used to form words,
i.e. how they are ordered in a word. The complexity of Turkish morphology and morpho-
tactics makes it a challenging case for natural language processing [52]. All the affixes
are suffix in Turkish. It has a highly productive inflectional and derivational morphology.
New word formations are generated by adding suffixes to root words. Each morphological
unit (morpheme) adds a definite meaning. A grammatical affixation can result in a new
word which is practically not in use which still has a comprehensible meaning. Almost
always suffixes are applied according to vowel and consonant harmonies which is due to
correspondence between Turkish pronunciation and orthography.
It is possible to form hundreds of new words from a single root and a series of suffixes
which leads to vocabulary explosion. Suffixes can change the part-of-speech class a word
belongs to as well. A famous example from [45] depicts modifications in meaning of a
word by addition of each individual suffix:
uygar +las¸ +tır +ama +dık +lar +ımız +dan +mıs¸ +sınız +casına
civilized +BEC +CAUS +NABL +PART +PL +P1Pl +ABL +PAST +2PL +AsIf
where Turkish word of ”uygarlas¸tıramadıklarımızdanmıs¸sınızcasına” can be translated
into English as “(behaving) as if you are among those whom we could not civilize”.
Functions and meanings of morphemes are given as:
• BEC: “become”
• CAUS: the causative verb marker
• NABL: “not able”
• PART: past participle form
• P1PL: 1st person plural possessive agreement
• 2PL: 2nd person plural
• ABL: ablative (i.e. “from/among”) case marker
• AsIf: derivational suffix to form an adverb from a finite verb
Some suffixes can be applied repeatedly which leads to a theoretically infinite lexicon.
So, it is practically impossible to list all morphologically correct word forms. Even with
large vocabularies the Out-of-Vocabulary (OOV) word rates are very high compared to
other languages. Increasing the vocabulary size as a solution to OOV problem increases
the computational and memory requirements of recognition systems. Higher perplexity
in n-gram models is another problem resulting from large vocabulary size. A model with
a higher perplexity has higher uncertainty and more confusion in prediction.
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Chapter 5
Proposed Solutions to Turkish Online
Handwriting Recognition Problems
The delayed strokes problem has a direct effect on optical model of the recognizer while
insufficient vocabulary coverage due to high OOV rate affects the recognition perfor-
mance through the decoding process. In this section, a number of solutions are proposed
for these two problems. Evaluation results of the proposed approaches are given in Chap-
ter 8.
5.1 A Solution for The Delayed Stroke Problem
A stroke is a pen trajectory starting with a pen-down point and ending with a pen-up
point. It can thus be a full character, a part of a character or several characters written
consecutively. When a stroke is separated from the character body it belongs to by one or
more strokes, it is said to be ‘delayed’. For instance the dot of an ‘i’ or the cross of a ‘t’
can be delayed, when the dot or cross is not written immediately after the corresponding
letter body.
Delayed strokes occur in multi-stroke characters, but not every multi-stroke character
is written in delayed fashion. For instance, uppercase characters are typically written one
character at a time, hence even multi-stroke letters (e.g. ‘E’) are not written with delay. In
fact, each script has different strokes that are typically written in delayed fashion. These
strokes can be either diacritical marks or integral parts of characters. Hence, the delayed
stroke problem should ideally be examined for each language/script.
The first step of handling of delayed strokes is detecting such unorderly written strokes
correctly. An exact delayed stroke detection can only be done after recognition, or more
specifically after letter boundaries are known, by considering those letter parts that are
written separately from the corresponding character bodies. For instance, the dot of an i
is not considered delayed if it is written right after the letter body, even though it involves
a pen-up movement with a backward move of the pen. Nonetheless, there have been
various definitions, such as calling all backward moves after pen-up as delayed strokes,
so as to detect and handle delayed strokes automatically during preprocessing.
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Once such a working definition is at hand, the delayed strokes can be detected and
then handled according to a chosen method, of which there are a few. In the remainder of
the paper, the terms “definition”, which is consistent with previous work, and “algorithm”
are used interchangeably, to refer to the procedure used to describe/detect delayed strokes
automatically. Figure 5.1 shows some examples of characters with diacritical marks as
delayed strokes from the UNIPEN dataset.
Figure 5.1: Samples of characters with potential delayed strokes: (a) ’i’ with dot, (b) ’t’
with cross, (c) ’c¸’ and ’s¸’ with cedilla, (d) ’u¨’ and ’o¨’ with umlaut and (e) ’g˘’ with breve.
In this work, the problem of delayed strokes are considered in two steps: 1) correct
and comprehensive detection of delayed strokes, 2) application of the most appropriate
method of handling on the detected strokes. In this work, the problem of delayed strokes
are considered in two steps: 1) correct and comprehensive detection of delayed strokes,
2) application of the most appropriate method of handling on the detected strokes.
5.1.1 Existing Definitions
The definition given in the beginning of Section 1 (“strokes separated from the corre-
sponding character body by other stroke(s)”) is not very useful for automatically detect-
ing delayed strokes. There are other definitions in literature for delayed strokes, proposed
in the context of automatically detecting and handling them. For instance, [7] defines
delayed strokes as:
. . . strokes such as the cross in ‘t’ or ‘x’ and the dot in ‘i’ or ‘j’, which are
sometimes drawn last in a handwritten word, separated in time sequence from
the main body of the character.
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Another definition is given by [53] as:
. . . usually a short sequence written in the upper region of the writing pad,
above already written parts of a word, and accompanied by a pen movement
to the left.
Finally, [2] identify delayed strokes as:
. . . those strokes that are written above already written parts, followed by a
pen-movement to the left.
A new practical definition which can be used for detection of delayed strokes directly
is made in this work. It starts with the minimal definition based on a backwards move-
ment, which expectedly marks too many strokes as delayed due to its very general/simple
description:
. . . a new stroke starting with a backwards pen movement from the last pen-up
point.
Improving the minimal definition is possible through incorporation of script-specific
features such as absolute and relative size and x-, and y-position of the stroke with thresh-
old values learned from samples from the target script. Adding more constraints increases
detection precision for the cost of increasing complexity of the definition.
In the next section, the minimal definition is expanded for English to obtain the pro-
posed definition. The new definition is learned automatically from the handwriting statis-
tics learned from the UNIPEN dataset. Specifically, a subset of 1,000 random words are
marked manually for presence and type of delayed strokes: each sample is visually in-
spected at stroke level and the strokes that correspond to a dot or a cross of a character are
marked, along with whether they are ‘delayed’ or ’“regular’.
This 1,000-word training set contains a total of 5,124 strokes and a total of 816 dots
and crosses that can be written in delayed fashion. Of these 816 strokes, 332 are delayed
(225 i-dots and 107 t-crosses), while the rest (484) are not. Overall, the number of non-
delayed strokes is 4792. Details of the UNIPEN dataset itself can be found in Section
6.1.
After generating the ground truth dataset, the decision tree learning algorithm is used
to minimize the delayed stroke classification error, subject to some constraints regarding
the tree size.
5.1.2 Proposed Definition for Delayed Strokes in English
The English script uses 26 letters from the Latin alphabet. Parts of letters and diacritical
marks can be written in delayed fashion: dots for the letters ‘i’ and ‘j’, bar-like strokes
(crosses) in ‘f’,‘t’,‘z’, and ‘x’, and diacritical marks in borrowed words. Delaying dot-
type strokes is very common, followed by crosses, while diacritical marks like accent,
umlaut and cedilla are used mostly in loan words like naı¨ve, cafe´ and fac¸ade.
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A delayed stroke definition for English is formulated by concentrating on dots and
crosses, as they cover the overwhelming majority of delayed strokes in English. Indeed,
all of the strokes that are delayed in the randomly selected 1,000-word training subset of
UNIPEN subset are either i/j-dots or crosses.
The definition is learned automatically using the CART Decision Tree learning al-
gorithm with 10-fold cross-validation on the 1,000-word dataset. First, each stroke of a
word is described in terms of the following set of measurements which conveys informa-
tion about the shape of the stroke itself and its position withing the global context of the
word it belongs to:
• positions w.r.t. baseline, corpusline and midline: as percentage of sampling points
lying above these lines
• height of bounding box/width of bounding box
• normalized height of bounding box : height/corpus height
• normalized width of bounding box : width/corpus height
• depth of the stroke: distance to the middle point from line connecting two ends
• normalized stroke length: stroke length/corpus height
• stroke curvature : angle between lines connecting ends to the middle point
As the data is highly unbalanced (332 delayed strokes vs. 4792 regular strokes), ran-
dom subsampling is applied to regular strokes, so that the ratio of positive and negative
examples is 1/4. Also, a higher cost (x2) is set for the misclassification of the delayed
strokes (False Negatives). Class prior probabilities are empirically determined from class
frequencies in the dataset. When the training is complete, the full tree is pruned to keep
the number of rules small, to make the definition simple and for better generalization.
The resulting tree classifies a stroke in a given word as ’delayed’ or ’regular’ based
on the features of that stroke. The rules of the tree can be extracted, yielding a working
definition for automatic detection of delayed strokes. In Algorithm 1, the procedure for
detecting the delayed strokes according to the new definition derived from the tree rules
is presented.
The threshold for backward movement, which is the distance skipped backwards over
the last written letter, is set to average character width. The number of characters is
estimated using a heuristic method given in [54] while the baseline and corpus-line are
calculated by regression through minima and maxima method as described in [2].
Based on the upper and lower regional characteristics of strokes, a discrimination
for the type is also made, by simply considering whether there are points in the upper
region of the detected delayed stroke. Those with points in the upper region are labeled
as crosses, while others are considered as dots.
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Input: W: A ”word” (a set of strokes)
S: A stroke in W
Output: Return True if S is a delayed stroke and False otherwise
Wend = x-coordinate of the last pen-up before S
Sbeg = minimum of the x-coordinates in S
height = normalized height of bounding box of S
Wch width = average character width in W
Wc line = y-coordinate of the corpus line of W
Wc height = difference between y-coordinates of the corpus line and the base line
of W
if Wend-Sbeg ≥Wch width
AND 0.86% or more of points in S are above
Wc line





Algorithm 1: Proposed definition for detecting delayed strokes (see above for defini-
tions)
Detecting All Dots and Crosses
The new definition finds dots and crosses that are delayed, but any subsequent handling
of delayed strokes can potentially increase variation in writing if all (delayed or not) dots
and crosses are not handled in the same way. For instance with the approach of removing
delayed strokes, some of the characters will be stripped of the delayed parts while their
counterparts with non-delayed strokes are left intact.
In order to study this issue, a new definition is developed for detecting all dots and
crosses –whether they are delayed or not–, using the same decision tree learning approach
(without enforcing a backward movement constraint), and using the appropriate data (the
816 strokes corresponding to the all dots and crosses in the training dataset and randomly
selected 3,000 strokes from the rest). The procedure for detecting the delayed strokes
according to the new definition is shown in Algorithm 2.
Evaluation of the Proposed Definition
The performance of the three definitions (minimal, proposed and DetectAll) are given in
Table 5.1. As can be seen here, the minimal definition based on the often cited backward
movement has a very high false positive rate (25.1%), while the proposed definition has
about 10.3% error rate (equal false positive and negative). Detecting all dot and cross-like
strokes has a lower error rate; however as it is computed over all strokes (delayed or not),
the absolute number of errors is almost twice as much as the proposed method (297 versus
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Input: W: A ”word” (a set of strokes)
S: A stroke in W
Output: Return True if S is a delayed stroke and False otherwise
height = height of bounding box of S
depth = depth of S
above C = percentage of points above corpusline in S
above M = percentage of points above
(baseline + corpusline)/2 in S
if above M ≥ 87%
AND height < 1.9*corpus height
AND ((above C ≥ 42% AND depth < 381)





Algorithm 2: DetectAll: Definition for detecting all (delayed or not) dots and crosses















The type labeling is evaluated separately, following the proposed definition. For the
298 (=332-34) strokes that are correctly detected as delayed stroke, type identification
is correct for 95.30%. On the other hand, out of the 34 missed delayed strokes (not
recognized as delayed), about 40% are dot strokes and 60% are crosses.
5.1.3 Delayed Stroke Handling Alternatives
There have been a variety of alternatives to address the variations caused with delayed
strokes, namely discarding (removing) delayed strokes altogether; embedding delayed
strokes as if they are written after each corresponding character (also called reordering);
and their variations. Each has its own advantages and shortcomings. Specifications of




In this approach, delayed strokes are identified and removed before the recognition phase [55,
56]. Here the assumption is that they are somewhat superfluous and may not be necessary
for recognition. While this assumption may largely hold for English, many more words
may become indistinguishable in the absence of dots and accents in certain languages,
such as Turkish and Arabic.
Information about removed delayed strokes can be used in post-processing for lex-
icon reduction [55] and disambiguation of similar word bodies [57]. While useful, the
shortcoming of these post-processing attempts is that recognition cannot make use of the
information about delayed strokes. Also, there is a risk of removing correct words during
lexicon reduction due to faulty delayed stroke detections.
Embedding
Another alternative to deal with delayed strokes is to embed them in the writing sequence,
such that they are reordered to appear after the corresponding letter. This reordering
normalizes the sequence to a canonical writing order, thus reduces or removes sequence
variations and extensions. Embedding is illustrated in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Detected delayed strokes (shown in red) are embedded as the arrows indicate.
Some handcrafted rules are used for deciding attachment points of delayed strokes
in [58]. For Arabic, a vertical projection of detected delayed strokes is used in [59], while
a more complex approach of segmenting the word body into strokes and sub-strokes to
find correct projection locations of delayed strokes, is used in [60].
The main difficulty with this approach is to find the correct attachment points of de-
layed strokes, which can in turn adversely affect recognition. For English, the rules are
designed for each type of delayed strokes separately. While there is some difficulty in
deciding attachment points for i-dots, this is less of a problem for t-crosses.
In this study, for any stroke that is classified as an i-dot by some detection mechanism,
first the x-coordinate of the local y-maximum point, nearest max, which lies closest to
that stroke is found. Then the nearest y-minimum point, nearest min, that comes after
nearest max in the x-axis is decided. The i-dot is attached right after nearest min by
modification of the nearest min as a pen-up point.
As for the t-crosses, the decision on the attachment point is based on the observation
that crosses are in relation with letter bodies most of the time. If there are any pen-up
points lying under a t-cross stroke and within its x-coordinate range, the cross stroke
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is attached right after the one with the greatest x-coordinate. Otherwise, a sequential
search for a convenient attachment position is made starting from the point with greatest
y-coordinate lying under the t-cross. The search stops when the next point in the sequence
has greater y-coordinate than the previous one. The cross stroke is inserted to its new
position afterwards.
Hat feature
In this approach, the delayed strokes are removed but the existing feature vector is ex-
panded with a binary feature, to indicate the location of the removed strokes [53, 54, 2].
The binary feature takes on the value of 1 at locations that were under a removed delayed
stroke, and zero otherwise (see Figure 5.3).
Figure 5.3: Hat-feature value is 1 for points lying below the delayed strokes (in the pink
rectangular area) and 0 for the rest.
An alternative is to keep the original input and add the hat feature to obtain an ex-
tended feature set. In this case, the hat feature serves to highlight the presence of a delayed
stroke event.
Delayed strokes as alphabetical symbols
In this approach, delayed strokes are considered as special characters in the alphabet [61,
7, 23]. Words which contain characters that can be written in delayed fashion are repre-
sented with all the alternative forms (corresponding to the possible writing orders) in the
lexicon. For instance, if the i-dot is represented with a ‘.’ and a cross is represented by a
‘-’, then, the word ‘it’ has three possible spellings in the dictionary: {i.t-, it.-, it-.}. While
this seems like the best approach in terms of not losing information or interfering with the
writing order, it is not suitable for mid-to-large scale vocabulary tasks, as the hypotheses
space can grow dramatically.
Adding at the end
Another method for handling delayed strokes is moving them to the end of the word such
that they are appended to the last sampling point of the word, in the order of appearance
in the writing direction [62]. The main issue with this method is that it is not suitable
for sub-word based recognition systems, such as character HMMs, as it separates delayed
strokes from corresponding letter bodies with respect to time.
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Removal and Embedding Hybrid
A hybrid method of removing the i-dots and embedding the t-crosses is another alterna-
tive. This hybrid approach was due to the observation that deciding on the correct position
of a dot and embedding it is difficult, as dots are not constrained to be in a precise position
with respect to the corresponding letter body, while crosses are. Furthermore, while rare,
some writers omit writing dots altogether in certain languages, so removing all i-dots may
be beneficial, as it would make the dotted and not dotted versions of the words match.
5.1.4 Proposed Handling Method for Delayed strokes
An effective handling method is employed to remove unnecessary variation effect of the
delayed strokes, once they are detected using the proposed definitions. In order to find
the most effective one for a particular dataset-recognizer pair, a series of experiments is
done using the proposed definitions. Results are presented in Chapter 8 to be consistent
with the layout of the thesis. For the sake of completeness in the section, according to
these results, removal of the delayed strokes using the proposed definition in Algorithm 1
performs best for all the datasets used in this research.
5.2 A Solution to The High OOV Rate in The Recognition
Dictionary
Turkish lexicons have exponential growth rate because of its highly productive nature.
This phenomenon is observed as high OOV rates in the dictionaries of automatic recog-
nition systems.
In order to deal with the high growth rate of vocabulary in languages with complex
morphology as Turkish, vocabularies based on units smaller than full-words has been
proposed and applied for language modeling in speech recognition domain recently[63,
64, 65, 66, 67]. These sub-lexical units can be obtained by splitting words statistically or
grammatically.
The unsupervised statistical approach of splitting words into sub-lexical units, or
morphs, can be defined as finding likely segmentation points in an unannotated large
training corpus when trying to iteratively optimize a given function [68, 67]. A usual
optimization function is Minimum Description Length (MDL) by which minimum size
vocabulary with the lowest number of distinct morphs is obtained. The advantage of
using a statistical approach is its independence of any language-specific linguistic pro-
cessing and hand-crafted segmentation rules. Also, it can process all words and does not
suffer from the OOV problem, with inclusion of the letters as sub-lexical units.
Words can be decomposed into several sub-lexical units according to the grammar of
a language. Syllables, morphemes, stem-ending pairs and even letters can be grammatical
sub-lexical units. A recognition vocabulary can be built with combinations of these unit
types.
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Morphemes are obtained by morphological analysis which is the rules-based process
of decomposition of words into constituent grammatical units. Similarly, the process of
stemming, which is reducing inflected and derived words to their word stem, can be used
to yield stems and endings (grouping of suffixes).
Using a grammatical approach to obtain sub-lexical units has the advantage of pre-
venting grammatically invalid productions via language information. A shortcoming of
the grammatical approach based on morphological analysis is the use of a root list which
may not be complete. Then, some of the words can not be segmented into morphemes
which makes them OOV words.
Each sub-lexical unit type brings its own advantages and shortcomings in terms of
dictionary size, recognition success and computational costs. Word-only networks im-
prove recognition performance at the cost of very large vocabulary size and OOV prob-
lem. When morphemes and stems/roots are chosen as grammar units, morphotactics and
orthographic rules should be integrated into the network (see Section label:Stems and
Morphemes as recognition units). Also, recognition performance tend to be lower due to
shorter units in the network. Stem-ending pairs combine the advantages of word-based
and morpheme-based approaches (see Section sssec:stemEnding). Endings are group of
suffixes that are longer units compared to morphemes and size of recognition vocabulary
is strictly smaller than that of word-based solutions. Some phonetic and orthographic
rules like vowel harmony can be enforced in stem-ending networks. Syllable-based solu-
tion is the simplest one yet it suffers from lower recognition performance due to shorter
units. In addition, its recognition output can not be post-processed to correct substantial
errors in suffix sequences as in the case of stem-ending or morpheme based systems, since
the separation of the stem and suffix parts is not possible within this solution.
Coverage of a lexicon is a measure to tell what proportion of the words in the test set
are covered by the recognition lexicon. There is a tradeoff between lexicon coverage and
the recognition accuracy since increasing the lexicon size also increases the number of
alternatives in decoding. A related term is Out-of-Vocabulary (OOV) words that refers to
words not covered by the lexicon. Coverage and OOV rates are used for evaluating fitness
of lexicons.
In this work, the grammatical approach is taken and several grammatical units are
used to generate alternative recognition vocabularies. Each vocabulary type is evaluated
based on its coverage on the training text corpus.
5.2.1 Text Corpus Preparation
The BOUN corpus which is introduced in Section 6.1.2 is automatically generated from
mostly web resources so it requires some cleaning and formatting to be useable in the pro-
posed vocabulary generation methods. It is preprocessed before extracting grammatical
words, stems, endings and morphemes.
As a first step, all entities containing non-alphabetic characters (punctuation, numer-
als, monetary sings etc.) are removed to obtain 408M words. Both upper and lower case
letters are included as for handwriting task letter case information is necessary most of
the times. Secondly, the words are analyzed morphologically to extract stems and suf-
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fixes. Words are decomposed into stems and endings (i.e. suffix groups) usually by an
open-source morphological analyzer for Turkish, the TRmorph [69], which is based on
finite-state transducer technology. 335M words are successfully analyzed by extraction
of at least one stem and they will be used for language modeling and vocabulary build-
ing. Some 73M words which can not be analyzed include proper names, foreign words
and names, misspellings and strings of characters which do not constitute grammatical
words and finally words erroneously concatenated together. Extracted units are utilized
individually or in combinations for generating several recognition lexicons and language
models.
Table 5.2 summarizes the number of grammatical units extracted by morphological
analysis. It is observed that average number of stems extracted per word is about 4.5.
About 20% of the words are left undecomposed during analysis for they are either in root
form or proper names. When undecomposed words are excluded, average stem per word
becomes 5.7.






5.2.2 Stems and Endings As Recognition Units
It is a known issue that morphological analysis yields multiple decompositions for some
of the words. Sometimes, it is due to stems generated from the same root by derivation.
For example,the decomposition of word go¨zlu¨kc¸u¨ (optician) whose root is ’go¨z’ yields
three stems including the root :
go¨z+lu¨k+c¸u¨: go¨z 〈N〉〈lHk〉〈N〉〈cH〉〈N〉
go¨zlu¨k + c¸u¨: go¨zlu¨k 〈N〉〈cH〉〈N〉
go¨zlu¨kc¸u¨: go¨zlu¨kc¸u¨ 〈N〉
Here, 〈N〉 denotes a nominal form and H is the set of vowels {’ı’, ’i’, ’u’, ’u¨’}.
In other cases, there are stem(s) and root(s) that share the same spelling. For instance,
word adaya may have one of these three roots; one verbal root ’ada’ (to devote) and two
nominal roots ’ada’ (island) and ’aday’ (nominee):
ada+ya: ada〈N〉〈yA〉〈N〉 (to the island)
ada+ya: ada〈V〉〈yA〉〈V〉 (may he devote -optative- )
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aday+a: aday〈N〉〈yA〉〈N〉 (to the nominee)
Again, 〈N〉 and 〈V〉 denote nominal and verbal forms respectively and A is the set of
vowels {’a’, ’e’}.
For this research, all the different stems and endings are kept in vocabulary in case
of multiple decompositions. Although some of the vocabulary items get their frequency
of occurrence artificially increased, coverage of the vocabulary increases as well with
this approach. Also, data sparseness problem of language modeling can be alleviated
moderately. As stated in [70], the size of the current corpus does not cover all language
usage and should be extended accordingly. A possible negative side-effect is a decrease in
HMM recognition performance due to shorter vocabulary units which can be compensated
by use of Word Insertion Penalty(WIP) (see Section 7.2.1) to some extent.
Vowel harmony is applied during suffix affixation, such that vowels of suffixes change
to comply with the vowel harmony rules in Turkish. For example, for vowel group H={’i’,
’ı’, ’u’, ’u¨’}, the verbal suffix dH is realized as -di in “gel+di”, -dı in “al+dı”, -du¨ in
“go¨r+du¨”’ and -du in “oku+du” depending on the last vowel of the stem they are attached
to.
One solution to have affixation complying the vowel harmony is to group stems ac-
cording to their last vowels and then specifying which suffixes are attached to which group
of stems as it is done in [71]. In this work, a post-processing step is employed for cor-
recting vowel harmony discrepancies after recognition. This approach allows somewhat
a more flexible decoding especially when it is considered that only a small portion of the
all possible endings can be included in the language model. If one form of realization is
absent from the model (for example du¨) while another one which is functionally the same
but different in realization is included, the system can still generate the correct ending
after post-processing as in “gel+du¨”→ “gel+di”.
5.2.3 Stems and Morphemes as Recognition Units
Suffixes can be used as recognition units individually instead of being packed into suffix
groups as in the case of stem-endings solution. As already explained previously, Turkish
word formations are generated by adding suffixes to root words. Each one of these suffixes
is a morphological unit (morpheme) that adds a definite meaning. Finite State Automata
(FSA) formalism provides a suitable representation for morphotactics, i.e. the set of rules
governing how morphemes ordered in a word in Turkish. The morphemes in a word can
be obtained by a morphological analysis.
The FSA definitions in [72] is considered as a base case and they are extended with
addition of more inflectional suffixes since the basic machine does not include them all.
Extended Backus-Naur form (EBNF) grammar formalism is used for representation of
the FSA, which can be accessed from 1. The extended FSA is validated on the endings
extracted from the text corpora. For this purpose, a lexer and a parser are generated semi-
automatically by The BNF Converter which is a compiler construction tool generating a
1https://tinyurl.com/y8qlq48m
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compiler front-end from a Labelled BNF (LBNF) grammar [73]. It is provided as a free
software under GNU General Public License by Chalmers University of Technology and
University of Gothenburg. A Flex lexer and a Bison parser are generated from the FSA
grammar.
Flex-generated lexers scan through the input to find a matching pattern for lexical
tokens that are given as regular expressions. Sometimes multiple patterns can match the
same input. Such ambiguities are solved by matching the longest possible string every
time the scanner matches input, by default. However, this feature prevents parsing the
grammar accurately. For example, when the lexer scans “ko¨s¸e+sinde” (at its corner ),
whose suffixes should be tokenized as 〈si〉〈nde〉, it outputs the suffix part as 〈sin〉〈de〉.
Although 〈si〉〈nde〉 are both valid lexical tokens, that ordering of them is grammatically
incorrect. When the parser receives the set of incorrect tokens, it fails to parse as expected.
In order to avoid shorter but correct tokens being discarded in favor of longer ones, inputs
to the lexer are given one character at a time which solves the problem.
Another source of ambiguity that affects the validation process of the FSAs is mul-
tiple alternative derivations for a given input. To show on a simple example, given the
grammar:
A→ A+ A|A× A|A|x
and the input x+ x× x, there are two possible derivations The first one is:
A→ x+ A
A→ x+ A× A
A→ x+ x× A
A→ x+ x× x
with x parse tree as in the Figure 5.4
and the second one is:
A→ A× A
A→ A+ A× A
A→ x+ A× A
A→ x+ x× A
A→ x+ x× x
with x parse tree as in the Figure 5.5
A standard solution for such ambiguities is Generalized LR parsers which is an ex-
tension of an LR (left-to-right, rightmost) parser algorithm to handle non-deterministic
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Figure 5.4: The first derivation for the input x+ x× x
Figure 5.5: The second derivation for the input x+ x× x
and ambiguous grammars [74]. The GLR algorithm works in a manner similar to the LR
parser algorithm but it allows multiple transitions in case of conflicts in the action to be
taken. When a conflicting transition occurs, the parser process goes parallel and the GLR
parser processes all possible interpretations of a given input in a breadth-first search.
This work use the Bison parser generator [75] to generate a GLR parser to handle the
ambiguity in the grammar rules when there are more than one derivation tree for a given
input. Hence, all possible parses of a given ending is generated so to validate it against
the designed FSA grammar.
5.2.4 Vocabulary Size Determination
It is crucially important to select an appropriate size for the recognition vocabulary as
it has direct effects on the recognition performance. Coverage of train and test sets by
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the chosen vocabulary and OOV rates are useful in deciding vocabulary size. Also, the
criteria for selection of words in the vocabulary is equally important.
In this work, the frequency of occurrence is utilized for selection of vocabulary items.
Vocabulary sizes are decided by setting a fixed OOV rate threshold on the training cor-
pus. Table 5.3 gives details of coverages on lexicons of BOUN corpus itself and the test
dataset used for the recognizer. In order to keep vocabulary size manageable, a limit of
maximum 5% OOV rate on the BOUN corpus is set as threshold which is met first with
the most frequent 130K words. Test set coverage rate is much smaller, and the theoretical
maximum accuracy with the chosen lexicon is 75% for the proposed recognizer. Actually,
even the whole corpus can not cover more than 87.5% of out test vocabulary. The OOV
words that are not covered by the 130K-word vocabulary is given in Appendix A.
Table 5.3: Coverage rates of word-based vocabularies
Frequency of occurrence Size Corpus coverage Test coverage
most frequent 3% 50K 90.0% 62.6%
most frequent 5% 80K 93.2% 69.6%
most frequent 7.5% 120K 94.4% 72.3%
most frequent 8.2% 130K 95.7% 75.6%
most frequent 9.5% 150K 96.3% 77.6%
most frequent 100% 1,57M 100.0% 87.5%
Table 5.4: Coverage rates for stem-ending-based vocabularies
Unit Frequency of occurrence Size Corpus coverage Test coverage
Stem most frequent 10% 7K 96.6% 82.0%
Ending most frequent 5% 7K 97.9% 90.7%
Stem-ending 95.3% 83.9%
Stem most frequent 7% 5K 94.5% 76.7%
Ending most frequent 5% 7K 97.9% 90.7%
Stem-ending 94.0% 82.1%
Stem most frequent 10% 7K 96.6% 82.0%
Ending most frequent 4% 5.5K 97.24% 87.3%
Stem-ending 95.0% 83.6%
Stem most frequent 10% 7K 96.6% 82.0%
Ending most frequent 3% 4.1K 96.1% 82.4%
Stem-ending 94.6% 82.7%
In the same manner, a suitable vocabulary size is decided for stem-endings and stem-
morphemes solutions for vocabulary building. If a stem is missing from a stem-ending
vocabulary, then any word which has that particular stem is not covered as well. Similarly,
a missing ending translates to recognition errors for all words containing that ending.
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All possible decompositions of a word are contained in the stem and ending lists.
A caveat in this calculation is when a word has multiple decompositions. In this case
a word is accepted as covered if it has at least one decomposition of which stem and
ending are covered by stem and ending vocabularies simultaneously. Continuing with
the go¨zlu¨kc¸u¨ (optician) example in Section 5.2.2, there are two stem-ending pairs i.e.
{go¨z+lu¨kc¸u¨, go¨zlu¨k+c¸u¨} and one stem with no ending i.e {go¨zlu¨kc¸u¨}with morphological
decomposition. It is sufficient to contain one of these three analysis in the stem-ending
vocabulary to have the word go¨zlu¨kc¸u¨ covered by the vocabulary.
In order to calculate coverage rate of stem-ending vocabularies a first is to generate all
possible combinations of stems and endings (including empty endings) and then to check
existence of each word in the corpus and the test set, within the combinations. Various
coverage rates are given in Table 5.4. Stem and ending list are tested on individually on
stem and ending lists of the corpus and the test set. Coverage of a stem-list-ending-list
pair is calculated on words of the corpus and the test set.
In order to make a direct comparison between word-based and stem-ending-based vo-
cabularies, a pair of suitable top-n percentages is searched for choosing stems and endings
such that OOV rate would not be greater than 5% as with the word-based system. It is
observed that increasing the number of stems has higher boosting effect on coverage than
increasing number of endings (see Table 5.4. This is justifiable as many of the stems are
made of a root and derivational suffixes. Top 10% of stems and 4% of endings are cho-
sen according to frequency of occurrence to achieve enough coverage with the smallest
vocabulary size in the stem-endings design.
As for the stem-morpheme based vocabulary, the morpheme FSA is evaluated on end-
ings(suffix groups) as described in Section 5.2.3. With its 342 unique morphemes, the
FSA covers over 95% of all endings occurring in BOUN corpus and 100% of the test
set. Uncovered suffix groups include those that are misspelled (ex. -abilecekleri → -
abileceleri, -mis¸cesine → -mis¸c¸esine), ungrammatical groups (ex. -ıyorkendi, -ymus¸tu,
-tıydı), concatenation of -mı/-mi/-mu/-mu¨ and -da/-de ( ex. -ıyorlarmıymıs¸, -masınada).
Aiming at a directly comparable system, the same stem list with the stem-ending solution




This chapter introduces several datasets and software that are used in realization of the
proposed recognition system. Datasets are used for training and testing of the optical
model and the language models of the recognizer. Software are used in both processing
the datasets and training and testing the system modules.
6.1 Datasets
6.1.1 Datasets for Optical Model Training
Optical model of HMM recognizers are trained on a set samples by Baum-Welch algo-
rithm (see Chapter 2). Large amount of train data is required for training of state-of-the-
art recognizers. This work utilizes two online handwriting dataset which will be detailed
subsequently.
UNIPEN
There are a few standard online handwriting datasets (IRONOFF [76], UNIPEN [77],
IAMonDB [78]) that have been widely used in handwriting recognition research. The
isolated word collection of the UNIPEN dataset is used for this work, as it is the largest
publicly available collection with a large vocabulary. The UNIPEN online handwriting
database is a collection of handwritten samples (containing sets of characters, digits,
words and texts), collected by a consortium of 40 companies and institutes over time.
The whole collection consists of a total of 5 million characters by writers from all around
the world, representing a wide variety of writing styles. UNIPEN is considered to be a
difficult dataset since it incorporates samples from diverse number of writers from very
different background. The number of words contributed by different writers is highly un-
balanced, ranging from less than 5 to more than 500. In fact, more than 2,000 writers
submitted very small number of words, specifically between 1 and 5, whereas there are
59 writers who contributed more than 400 words. Table 6.1 shows details of the words-
per-writer distribution.
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This work uses the isolated word collection (category 6) of the current publicly avail-
able version called train r01 v07 training dataset. This collection contains 75,529 cur-
sive or mixed-style words in total. The lexicon size is 13,913 words, with separate upper
and lowercase versions for some of the words. Figure 6.1 shows a selection of samples
from that dataset.
Figure 6.1: Sample handwritten words from the UNIPEN dataset. Strokes that are written
separately from character body are shown in red.
Table 6.1: UNIPEN word contribution per writer distribution






There is no common standard for how to split the UNIPEN data as training, test and
development/validation sets. There is a development release called devtest r01 v02 used
in some works [7], but it is not publicly available. Hence, different works use different
splits and thus report results on different portions of the UNIPEN dataset, rendering them
not directly comparable.
In order to have reproducible and comparable results, two different split scheme is
designed and used in this work. The first one is designed to generate training, testing
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and validation subsets from train r01 v07-category 6. The second one is for using the
dataset in cross-validation type experiments.
UNIPEN Split for General Use
The UNIPEN dataset is split into train, validation and test sets considering some of
the issues like writer-independence, writer distribution by contribution and size.
In order to reflect the original unbalanced writer-contribution distribution of the whole
UNIPEN, the split is done such that each of the three sets include some of the writers in
each of the five categories of Table 6.1.
Furthermore, a writer is included in only one of the subsets, so the final division can
be used for writer-independent recognition tasks. Another issue to consider is to make
validation and test subsets have a similar vocabulary size. The validation set is further
divided into two sets each such that one of the validation sets, Validation1, is used for
validation in training of the recognizer while the other one is left over for further use in
the future such as language model optimization. Similarly, the test set is also divided into
two subsets, to enable testing with different size lexicons. Table 6.2 shows the figures
related to the subsets.
Table 6.2: UNIPEN data set split
Subset Num. writers Num. samples Lexicon size
Train 2,005 50,027 10,980
Test 650 11,483 5,500
Test 1 366 3,542 2,000
Test 2 545 7,941 3,500
Validation 643 14,019 5,945
Validation 1 322 6,999 4,026
Validation 2 321 7,020 3,550
UNIPEN Split for Cross-Validation Experiments
In the second splitting scheme, the data is divided randomly into 10 random but similar
subsets for 10-fold cross validation experiments and the split is made publicly accessible1.
Specifically, the subsets are roughly equal in number of writers (∼ 320), number of sam-
ples (∼ 7, 000) and size of lexicon (3,500). The split also takes the skewed contribution
per writer distribution of the UNIPEN (i.e. some with 1 sample and some with more than
400) into account and maintains similar distributions in each of the subsets. No writer
appears in more than one subset, so the evaluation is writer-independent. Lexicons of





There is no Turkish online/offline handwriting dataset which is publicly available. As
a part of this research, a collection of online isolated word samples are generated using
Android Tablet PCs. A special software is designed and implemented for this purpose.
There is no constraint enforced on the writing style, baseline compliance or writing area.
Volunteers, mainly adults, which come from different backgrounds contributed by writ-
ing around 100 words selected from elementary Turkish text books on average. That
dataset,which will be referred as the ElementaryTurkish dataset hereafter, is made pub-
licly available 2. Figure 6.2 shows a selection of samples from that dataset.
Figure 6.2: Sample handwritten words from the ElementaryTurkish dataset. Strokes that
are written separately from character body are shown in red.
The ElementaryTurkish dataset contains around 10K samples of isolated words from
the 2,089-word lexicons of 1st and 2nd Grade Turkish books, written by 113 different
writers including children.
The train set includes 7,360 samples from a 1956-word lexicon by 79 writers and the
test set contains 2,500 samples from a 2089-word lexicon written by 34 writers in the test
set. In this work, the test set is further divided into two parts to spare a validation set as
well. With this split, 804 samples with a lexicon of 800 unique words is used for testing.
That dataset split is designed such that the writers are not overlapping. The test set lexicon
is covered by the train set lexicon.
6.1.2 Language Modeling Corpus
Large corpora is essential for statistical natural language applications. However, there
are quite a few publicly available Turkish text corpora which are mostly limited in size
and coverage. One recent contribution on large corpus building in Turkish is BOUN Web
corpus which has been used in different studies before [70, 63, 79]. In this work, the
2https://tinyurl.com/yc93rcf5
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Table 6.3: BOUN Corpus details
Corpus Words Tokens Types
NewsCor 184M 212M 2.2M
Milliyet 59M 68M 1.1M
Ntvmsbnc 75M 86M 1.2M
Radikal 50M 58M 1.0M
GenCor 239M 279M 3.0M
BOUN Corpus 423M 491M 4.1M
BOUN corpus is employed for building statistical language models as well as several
recognition dictionaries.
BOUN-Web text corpus
The BOUN Corpus is composed of four sub corpora, that are all collected from web sites
by means of a web crawler script [70]. Three of the sub corpora are derived from websites
of three major newspapers in Turkish and they are referred as BOUN NewsCor.The other
sub corpus is from a sampling of Turkish web sites and named as BOUN GenCor. The
BOUN Corpus is encoded in paragraph and sentence level in XML Corpus Encoding
Standard (XCES). Statistics about the BOUN Corpus can be found in Table 6.3.
6.2 Software
6.2.1 TR-Morph
TRmorph is an open-source morphological analyzer for Turkish based on finite-state
transducer technology [69]. It has tools for morphological segmentation, stemming and
lemmatization, guessing unknown words, grapheme to phoneme conversion, syllabifica-
tion/hyphenation and morphological disambiguation. It vocabulary is built semi-automatically
from 800 million tokens collected from the Web.
In this work, morphological segmentation tool is used for decomposing words into a
stem and a set of suffixes.
6.2.2 SRILM
SRILM is a well-known and widely used toolkit for building and applying statistical lan-
guage models [80]. It can be used free of charge. The research community has been
using the toolkit in a variety of application domains including speech recognition, ma-
chine translation, tagging and segmentation and handwriting recognition. SRILM has
compatibility with HTK lattice files format(i.e. SLF). Tools that will be used in this work
are:
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• lattice-tool : For lattice operations including size reduction, pruning, null-node re-
moval, weight assignment from language models, lattice word error computation,
and decoding of the best hypotheses.
• ngram-count : For generating and manipulating N-gram counts, and estimation of
N-gram language models from the counts.
6.2.3 HTK
The Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK) is one of the most popular software for build-
ing Hidden Markov Model systems [81]. It is a portable toolkit for building and manip-
ulating Hidden Markov Models. Although initially designed for speech recognition re-
search, HTK has been used for numerous other applications including research in speech
synthesis, character recognition and DNA sequencing domains.
A list of the tools that are used in this study grouped by their functions is:
• Data manipulation :HCopy, HLEd, HHEd
• Training : HCompV, HInit, HERest





This chapter contains the implementation details of the recognition system. It describes
stages of building the recognizer with particular design choices at each step. Evaluation
of the resulting recognizer can be found in Chapter 8.
There are two distinct processes in building the recognizer. The first one is to de-
cide on some design parameters regarding the architecture of the recognizer and to make
necessary adjustment to reach the most appropriate system configuration possible. The
second one is to implement a final system using the optimized parameters from the first
process.
The dataset split described in Section 6.1.1 is used in the first process of deciding the
system configuration. After the parameter optimization, the final system is trained with
the whole UNIPEN set and the training set of ElementaryTurkish (ET) dataset.
7.1 Optical Modeling
The optical model is created by taking a large database of handwriting and using special
training algorithms given in Chapter 2 to create statistical representations for characters in
the language. These statistical representations are called Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)
and each character has its own HMM.
An HMM system has a number of parameters that should be decided before it is
trained. Topology type, number of states, number of mixtures in case of continuous den-
sity models and means and covariances of densities are the parameters to consider (see
Section 2.1.3 for details). This section lists the chosen parameter values of the proposed
recognition system.
7.1.1 System Architecture
A left-to-right HMM topology, where allowed transition for a given state are to itself
and to the next one, is chosen for all the characters. All character HMMs have the same
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number of states as 20 which is decided empirically. In total, 64 character models are
built: 26 characters in the English alphabet which include 23 characters common to the
Turkish alphabet and six additional Turkish characters (i.e 6 characters (¸c¸, g˘, ı, o¨ , s¸ and
u¨)) in uppercase and lowercase forms. Since the number of English words in the dataset
is much higher than that of the Turkish words, and the test data consists of only Turkish
words, learning the characters out of context is a more suitable approach. Because of this
reason, all of the models are context-independent.
In the emitting states, the observation probability distributions are estimated by 35
mixtures of Gaussian components that have diagonal covariance matrices. The number of
Gaussians is decided using an iterative approach as suggested in [36]. Starting from an
initial model, with 3 mixtures, the number of mixture components are increased by one via
splitting the Gaussian distribution with the highest weight until no further improvement
was obtained on a validation set. The mean vectors of resulting Gaussian distributions are
defined as the mean of the original one perturbed by plus or minus 0.2 standard deviations.
After each split the whole system of models is trained for a particular number of iterations
until the next split. For the case of this work, four iterations of training is applied before
the next splitting.
7.1.2 Preprocessing
For scale variations a size normalization procedure is applied in the form of rescaling
the height of the writing to 1000 pixels, while the width is scaled accordingly keeping
the aspect ratio. Skew normalization is simply done by correcting the baseline angle and
it is found to be useful in increasing the recognition accuracy. For slant normalization,
histogram method of [21] is preferred. The baseline and corpus-line are calculated by
regression through minima and maxima method as described in [2].
Equidistant re-sampling is applied by linear interpolation on pen trajectory. The num-
ber of sample points is set proportional to the number of characters within the word.
Re-sampling frequency is decided empirically to be 50 points per character. The number
of characters is known a priori for the training set, from the known labels of the input
words. As for the test set, a heuristic method for estimating the number of characters in
the input word as described in [54] is employed. With this method, the number of lines
crossing the mid-line (horizontal line between the baseline and corpus-line) is used to
estimate the number of characters in the word.
Delayed strokes introduce an extra source of variation so they must be handles prop-
erly before proceeding to the training phase. According to the explanations in Chapter
5 on delayed strokes handling and the results presented in Chapter 8, unorderly written
strokes are removed as a final step in preprocessing before feature extraction. The strokes
are detected by using the proposed definition of Section 5.1.2.
7.1.3 Features
Different handcrafted features are used in literature for the representation of online hand-
writing. Starting from a wider set of features that are commonly used [7, 54, 82, 2, 53,
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62, 60], a subset of 8 features are selected through extensive experiments, according to
word recognition performance of the system. Then, considering the errors made by the
system, a new feature (distance to median y-value) is designed within this work. The
new feature adds some global context information to the feature vector, by indicating the
vertical position of the frame with respect to the median y-values in the whole sequence.
This information is relatively robust if there isn’t a heavy slope on the baseline and helped
improve the overall recognition accuracy. The nine features are:
• delta: differences from the x- and y-coordinates of the previous point;
• sine and cosine of angle between x-axis and the line joining consecutive points;
• curvature angle: the angle between the lines to the previous and the next point;
• vicinity linearity: average squared distance of each point in the vicinity to the
straight line from the first to the last vicinity point;
• vicinity slope: a pair of features such that cosine and sine of the angle of the straight
line from the first to the last vicinity point;
• pen-up/down: a binary feature showing whether a sampling point is an up point
(pen is lifted up here) or a down point (pen is touching the writing pad);
• normalized x: the x-position taken after high-pass filtering, i.e. after subtracting a
moving average of 5 previous points’ x-values from the real horizontal position.
• distance to median y-value: distance to the median y-value of the given sample
point sequence.
7.1.4 Training
Parameters of each HMM model are initialized by HCompV tool in HTK so that all com-
ponent means and all covariances are set equal to the global data mean and covariance.
HERest tool is used to train the models with the Baum-Welch algorithm. The models are
trained iteratively and the performance is assessed on the validation set every 10 iterations
and the training is completed when no more improvement is observed.
7.2 Language Modeling
This section describes the details about how the language modeling is implemented with
the HTK and the SRILM tools that are introduced in Section 6.2.
A word network is a graphical representation of valid, grammatical expressions in a
recognition system. It enforces the linguistic constraints during the decoding phase. As
an example, if the task is sentence recognition and the recognition vocabulary contains
words, the network shows how the words can be ordered to generate sentences in terms
of the task grammar.
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In the HTK environment, word networks are defined in Standard Lattice Format (SLF)
which consists of a list of nodes and a list of arcs. The nodes represent words and the arcs
represent the transition between words. Special null nodes are used for reducing the num-
ber of arcs required. HTK provides a tool, HParse, which converts recognition grammars
written with a notation based on extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) to word networks.
N-gram language models can be integrated to word networks as explained in Section 3.3.
Figure 7.1. shows a simple grammar and its representation with SLF and word network.
There are four valid sentences in this grammar : BEN OKULA GELDIM (I came to
the school), BEN EVE GELDIM (I came home) , BEN OKULA GITTIM (I went to the
school), BEN EVE GITTIM (I went home) . In that case, these four expressions are the
only sentences that can be output by the corresponding recognizer.
Figure 7.1: A simple grammar, and its corresponding word network and SLF representa-
tion
Using the EBNF grammar notation of HTK, rules can be defined to put constraints
on ordering of letters, syllables, stem-ending pairs, morphemes, morphs and words when
forming valid expressions in a given language. It is possible to combine different unit
types in the same network as proposed in [63, 64]. Figure 7.2 shows an example grammar
made of morphemes with its corresponding network.
A HTK word network generated with the stem-ending approach would have variable
complexity based on how much constraint is applied on stem-ending matches. At the base
level, a stem can be followed by any ending. In that case, only the N-gram language model
employed may have an affect on the matches. When the stems and suffixes are divided
into nominal and verbal categories, its possible to allow matching of stems with endings
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Figure 7.2: A simple stem-morpheme grammar and its network
from the same category only. Another constraint can be as enforcing vowel harmony
between stems and endings as applied in [64].
Without applying an N-gram language model or any other constraints on stem-ending
matches, a grammar withN stems andM endings has 2×(N+M)+2 links andN+M+4
nodes as shown in Figure 7.3.
Figure 7.3: A HTK network for a generic stem-ending grammar
The network for stem-morpheme solution is the most complex one since it incorpo-
rates the FSAs of verbal and nominal morphotactics. Figure 7.4 shows a high-level view
of the stem-morpheme grammar, where the nodes of suffix FSA are:
De V to V: Derivational suffixes which derive a verbal stem from another verbal stem
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Figure 7.4: A high-level view of the stem-morpheme network
De N to N: Derivational suffixes which derive a nominal stem from another nominal
stem
De V to N: Derivational suffixes which derive a nominal stem from a verbal stem
De N to V: Derivational suffixes which transform verbal stem from a nominal stem
In V: Verbal inflectional suffixes
In N: Nominal inflectional suffixes
Table 7.1 shows the number of nodes and links for all three vocabulary solutions, i.e.
word-based, stem-ending-based and stem-morpheme-based. The stem-morpheme-based
vocabulary design has many redundancy that can be reduced by merging nodes sharing
the same set of incoming and outgoing nodes. The reduced stem-morpheme network is
obtained by using SRILM lattice-tool iterative reduction process to make two forward-
backward node merging passes on the original network.
7.2.1 Decoding
HVite, HTK’s Viterbi decoding tool, is utilized for recognizing the test set after the train-
ing is complete. HVite is run in lattice generation mode with N-best decoding where N is
set to 15. A pruning of the search space is applied through the maximum number of active
models parameter which is set to 10,000. The grammar networks used at this stage do not
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Table 7.1: HTK decoding network sizes of alternative vocabulary types in terms of num-







Words 130,003 3 260,001
Stem-ending 12,472 4 24,938
Stem-morpheme 73,750 1401 151,050
Stem-morpheme (reduced) 13,634 677 52,531
incorporate any N-gram language model and they reflect only the constraints imposed by
the grammars.
Language Model Integration
As explained previously in Section 2.1.2, the recognizer tries to find the (word) sequence
with the maximum probability during the decoding phase:
Wˆ = argmaxP (O|W )P (W ) (7.1)
The probability has two components here, the optical model score as the observation
likelihood P (O|W ) and the language model score as the language prior P (W ) that should
be weighted before combined together. A language scaling factor, LSF, is applied to the
language probability in the form of an exponent ([45]):
Wˆ = argmaxP (O|W )P (W )LSF (7.2)
which has the effect of decreasing the value of the language model. Another addition
to Equation 7.2 is the Word Insertion Penalty (WIP) which makes it probable to balance
insertion errors versus deletion errors in order to minimize Word Error Rate:
Wˆ = argmaxP (O|W )P (W )LSFWIPN (7.3)
where N is the length of the input sequence. LSF and WIP are hyperparameters and
the optimum values are decided empirically on a separate validation set. They usually
have considerable effects on the recognition performance.
2-gram and 3-gram language models are created by using SRILM’s ngram-count tool
that first builds an internal N-gram count set from the BOUN Web Corpus and then esti-
mates a backoff N-gram model using the Kneser-Ney discounting method.
Two different methods of decoding with a language model, lattice expansion and lat-
tice rescoring are explained in Section 3.3 previously. Both methods are experimented for
recognition of the test data.
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In lattice rescoring, previously generated lattices are rescored with these N-gram mod-
els by SRILM’s lattice-tool. After rescoring, the lattices are decoded again to obtain new
recognition results.
As an alternative to lattice rescoring, a single pass recognition with a grammar net-
work which is expanded with the language model is tried. SRILM’s lattice-tool is utilized
in expansion mode for this purpose. Lattice expansion process modifies the lattice so that
all possible N-grams appear in the lattice. It may add new nodes and links to achieve that.
7.3 Post-processing
None of the grammars put constraints to force vowel harmony, consonant harmony and
other orthography rules, so the results from Viterbi decoding stage is post-processed for
correction of orthographical errors. Table 7.2 shows some examples of modifications
on the recognition results in the post-processing stage. The impact of that process on
recognition accuracy is reported in Chapter 8.
Table 7.2: Examples of modifications on the raw recognition results in the post-processing
stage
Raw Postprocessed Applied Rule
konus¸ + ti konus¸ + tu vowel harmony
sokak + dan sokak + tan consonant harmony: in suffix
ku¨c¸u¨k + u¨ ku¨c¸u¨g˘ + u¨ consonant harmony: in stem
kitab + da kitap + ta consonant harmony:in stem, in suffix
duy + tı duy + du vowel harmony, consonant harmony: in suffix




This chapter presents the results of two main groups of experiments. The delayed stroke
handling methods which are detailed in Section 5.1.3 are evaluated with the detection
algorithms of Section 5.1. In another set of experiments, vocabulary design alternatives
of Section 5.2 are tested along with N-gram models. Word accuracy rate is the evaluation
metric used for all experiments.
8.1 Evaluation of Delayed Stroke Handling Methods
8.1.1 Methodology
The UNIPEN cross validation split (see Section 6.1.1) is used in that set of experiments.
Other than this, the system setting is the same with the one described in Section 7.1.
In this study, five of these subsets which share a common set of 1,000-words in their
lexicons are chosen for testing effects of proposed algorithms and handling methods with
respect to lexicon sizes as well. For the 1,000-word tasks, number of test samples ranges
between 3720 and 4393.
Two series of experiments are conducted with 3,500-word and 1,000-word lexicons
in order to be comparable to results with same lexicon sizes reported in literature. In the
first set of experiments, each one of the 5 subsets serves as the hold-out test set while the
rest of the 9 subsets are used for training. In the second set of experiments, test sets are
reduced so that they contain only the samples of the 1,000 common words.
The chosen delayed stroke methods for evaluation are:
• (1) No handling: The recognition performance without any delayed stroke handling
is given as the baseline.
• (2) Removal of all delayed strokes: Delayed strokes are detected and removed from
the sample word.
• (3) Embed all : All of the delayed strokes, i.e. i-dot and t-cross type delayed strokes,
are reordered in time so that they are repositioned after the corresponding letter
body.
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• (4) Remove i-dots, embed t-crosses as proposed in this paper.
• (5) Binary hat-feature representation of delayed strokes with removal.
• (6) Binary hat-feature representation of delayed strokes without removal, but ex-
tended feature representation.
The handling methods are tested with appropriate definitions to achieve their intended
effect. Thus embedding and hat feature approaches use the proposed definition, while
removing was tested with both definitions.
8.1.2 Results on UNIPEN
Table 8.1 shows the results obtained over 5 test subsets with the 3,500-word lexicon and
those obtained with the 1,000-word lexicon are given in Table 8.2. According to these
results, removal of the delayed strokes using the proposed definition in Algorithm 1 per-
forms best, with 2.01 and 2.13% points above the baseline (i.e. no special handling). The
second best approach is the hybrid method, followed by embedding. All three methods
are found to show statistically significant improvements over the baseline in the 5 ex-
periments, while the hat-feature based approaches fail to excel over the baseline. The
statistical significance is calculated using paired t–tests with results of the five sets of
experiments.
Table 8.1: Results for the 3,500-word task on UNIPEN.
Handling method Definition Accuracy (%)
Baseline 81.01 ± 2.66
Remove all Proposed 83.02 ± 2.32
Remove dots - embed crosses Proposed 82.73 ± 2.35
Embed all Proposed 82.20 ± 2.82
Remove all DetectAll 80.79 ± 2.29
Hat-feature, without removal Proposed 79.12 ± 2.66
Hat-feature, with removal Proposed 79.07 ± 2.69
It is clear that different handling methods have different shortcomings. Embedding
delayed strokes for order correction is heavily afflicted with unaligned delayed strokes
which are observed to be of i-dots in most of the time (Figure 8.1.a and Figure 8.1.b).
Unusual writing styles which do not comply with the heuristics for deciding attachment
points are another source of error (Figure 8.1.c). Also, incorrect type detection of de-
layed strokes sometimes leads to incorrect repositioning when type-specific embedding
strategies are applied (Figure 8.1.d). Lastly, since this method always integrates dots and
crosses to character bodies, recognizers model such characters with those strokes. So, it
suffers from omitted dots and crosses more than some other methods. The main problem
with removing delayed strokes method is losing distinguishing information, which in turn
leads to confusion with other characters.
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Table 8.2: Results for the 1,000-word task on UNIPEN.
Handling method Definition Accuracy (%)
Baseline 83.99 ± 3.75
Remove all Proposed 86.12 ± 3.03
Remove dots - embed crosses Proposed 85.44 ± 3.29
Embed all Proposed 85.08 ± 3.73
Remove all DetectAll 84.54 ± 3.15
Hat-feature, without removal Proposed 81.72 ± 4.14
Hat-feature, with removal Proposed 82.76 ± 3.28
Case errors are common for all methods. If the case errors are ignored, scores increase
by ∼ 1.6 points in 1,000-word task and ∼ 2.9 points in 3,500-words task which changes
the best recognition rates by the removal method as 87.73% (1,000-word) and 85.92%
(3,500-word).
Table 8.3: Results on the ElementaryTurkish dataset.
Handling method Definition Accuracy (%)
Baseline 89.14
Remove all Proposed 91.17
Embed all Proposed 90.58
Remove dots - embed crosses Proposed 89.94
Remove all DetectAll 86.82
Hat-feature, with removal Proposed 91.05
8.1.3 Results on ElementaryTurkish Dataset
Since the number of training samples of ElementaryTurkish dataset is very small, UNIPEN
training data and Turkish data are combined for training. Specifically, models of char-
acters which are common for English and Turkish are trained with both UNIPEN and
ElementaryTurkish samples, while the others are trained with relevant samples in the cor-
responding dataset.
Table 8.3 shows performances of 3 methods on ElementaryTurkish dataset. Removal
of delayed strokes according to the proposed definition achieves a 2,03 points improve-
ment over the baseline. Performances of hat-feature, embedding method and the hybrid
methods are above the baseline by 1,91, 1,44 and 0,8 points respectively.
8.1.4 Discussion
A set of observations based on the results of experiments and analysis of error cases is
given below:
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Figure 8.1: Examples for sources of error with resulting incorrect embeddings: (a) and
(b) unaligned delayed strokes; (c) unusual writing style; (d) incorrect type detection.
• Removing all delayed strokes performs the best for both English and Turkish. This
is a surprising finding for Turkish, since diacritical marks help differentiate be-
tween many similar words in Turkish (e.g. “ol” vs “o¨l”; “oldu” vs “o¨ldu¨”); that
is most probably due to the small lexicon where the amount of collision is signif-
icantly smaller. Furthermore, extra Turkish characters become the same as their
diacritic-free counterparts in English (e.g. ‘o¨’ becomes ‘o’ and ‘c¸’ becomes ‘c’)
with the removal methods. Considering this, the character models trained with both
UNIPEN and ElementaryTurkish datasets with the removal methods are utilized,
rather than the ones trained with the the latter one only. The use of the larger data
can be another factor in high performance of the removal method.
• Removal, embedding and their hybrid and hat-feature, all perform better than base-
line, for both English and Turkish.
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• The relatively lower success of the embedding approach can be attributed to faulty
decisions at choosing the attachment point when relocating a delayed stroke. With
more accurate decisions and more Turkish samples for training, this method has
potential to achieve better performance.
• The hat feature approaches which were used in a number of studies [53, 54, 2] and
were reported to bring a small (0.5%) improvement [53], are observed to underper-
form the baseline for English
• The hat feature method shows a significant improvement over the baseline for Turk-
ish. The slightly lower performance compared to the removal method can be ex-
plained by the use of binary feature which is the only difference between these two
methods.
• Removal of all i-dots and t-crosses, whether delayed or not, performs worse than
the baseline in English and Turkish, indicating that orderly written delayed strokes
are useful for recognition.
8.1.5 State-of-the-art
There are a limited number of studies on isolated word recognition using the UNIPEN
dataset. In one of the earlier studies, Hu et al. [7] use a two-stage delayed stroke modeling
combined with N-best decoding for large vocabulary tasks. For testing, they use a subset
of devtest r01 v02 that include more than 1,500 samples from 100 writers which are not
in the training set and report recognition rates of 90.5% and 87.2% for 1,000- and 2,000-
word lexicons respectively. Unfortunately these test sets are not publicly available.
Marukatat et al. use Neural Networks (NNs) to predict the emission probabilities in a
hybrid system combining HMMs with NNs [12]. They train the system with 30K words
by 256 writers from UNIPEN dataset. They do not give particulars of their test set, but
report 80.1% and 77.9% word recognition rates for multi-writer and writer-independent
(omni-writer) recognition tasks respectively, with a 2,000-word lexicon.
Gauthier et al. also use a hybrid approach, with the combination of an online HMM-
NN and an offline HMM system [19]. Using 40K words written by 256 writers from
UNIPEN dataset for training, the combined classifier is tested on parts of a 1K sample
set written by the same training set writers, all chosen from lowercase words. They report
a 87% recognition rate with a 1,500-word lexicon, which decreases to 79% when the
lexicon size is increased to 10,000 words.
The proposed recognition system of this thesis achieves 86.12% accuracy as the av-
erage best result with the 1,000-word lexicon. That result is in accordance with what
has been reported on the UNIPEN database before, using similar size lexicons. However,
none of the results reported so far are directly comparable, as they have been obtained
using different subsets of the UNIPEN databases or different conditions (e.g. writer-
independent vs. multi-writer) or different test sample selection procedures. For instance,
[7] composes its test set from devtest r01 v02 which is not publicly available and [19]
uses the same writers with those of their training set. In this work, the training set is split
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into 10 writer-independent subsets completely randomly to avoid any biases. Also, larger
test sets are used in terms of both number of samples (3.5-4K for 1,000-word test) and
number of writers for more reliable evaluation.
In addition to varying test set and lexicon size differences, many of the reported results
are obtained with a subset of the writers. As stated before, UNIPEN dataset includes more
than 3K writers in train r01 v07 which show a large variance in writing styles. All of
the available data is used in both training (2,800 writers, 65K samples) and testing, for
a realistic setup. Also, large test sets (3.5-4K for 1,000-word test) are used rather than
randomly selecting a subset of the available data.
8.2 Evaluation of Vocabulary Design Alternatives
8.2.1 Methodology
The system settings described in Section 7.1 are used for generating a baseline without
a language model. The baseline has a delayed stroke handling mechanism as removal of
such strokes. Alternative recognition vocabulary solutions in Section 5.2.4 are evaluated
with and without N-gram language models. Specifically, bi-gram language models of
stem-ending and stem-morpheme representations are trained on the Boun Web Corpus. A
tri-gram model is trained for only the latter one.
Integration of the language models are done with a lattice rescoring and lattice ex-
pansion methods. All of the tests are conducted on the test set of ElementaryTurkish
dataset.
The sizes of lexicons and test set coverage rates for alternative vocabulary designs
are shown in Table 8.4. It should be noted that, the stem-ending and stem-morpheme
vocabularies derived from the ET Dataset do not have 100% coverage on the test set,
since the test words include some OOV as proper names.
Table 8.4: Alternative vocabulary designs using the BOUN Web Corpus
Source Unit type Size Test coverage
Word 800 100%
ET Stem-ending 873+495 96.8%
Stem-morpheme 873+342 97.8%
Word 130K 75.6%
BOUN Stem-ending 7K+5.5K 83.6%
Stem-morpheme 7K+342 96.6%
Table 8.5 gives the perplexity values of N-gram language models on the ET test
set which are calculated by the SRILM ngram toolkit. ppl is the geometric average of
1
probability
of each token, i.e., perplexity while ppl1 is the average perplexity per word
excluding the < /s > tokens.
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Table 8.5: Language model perplexities according to vocabulary unit type
Unit type N-gram ppl ppl1
Stem-ending bi-gram 125 1853
Stem-morpheme bi-gram 44 170
Stem-morpheme tri-gram 36 132
8.2.2 Results
Table 8.6 serves as a baseline with word-based vocabulary results. Table 8.7 and Table
8.8 shows performances of sub-lexical vocabulary solutions with and without language
models. All of the results shows the performance in terms of accuracy.
The recognition performances with vocabularies of the test set are labeled as ET
Dataset. They are listed to show the utmost accuracy possible with the maximum test
set coverage and the minimal vocabulary size within a particular setting.




Lattice expansion method performs far below the lattice rescoring technique for the
stem-morpheme vocabularies, mainly because of the huge size and complexity of result-
ing lattices. So they are not included in the results in Table 8.8. However, with the
expanded lattice, higher recognition rates are achieved, which is most probably due to use
of a full search space instead of the reduced lattices as the rescoring method does.
According to the results, without using a language model, the word-based vocabulary
shows the higher performance by 63.8%. Stem-ending and stem-morpheme vocabularies
are quite below that accuracy rate.
Table 8.7: Stem-endings-based recognition results
Stem & Ending LM Raw Post-processed
- 52.5% 63.0%
ET Dataset 2-gram (expansion) 79.8 79.8
2-gram (rescoring) 62.7 62.9
- 44.6% 49.0%
BOUN 2-gram (expansion) 67.8% 67.9 %
2-gram (rescoring) 62.9% 63.3 %
With the incorporation of the language models, the stem-ending design with a bi-gram
model performs the best with an accuracy of 67.8%. If the results are post-processed, the
accuracy increases slightly to 67.9%.
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Table 8.8: Stem-morphemes-based recognition results
Stem LM Raw Post-processed
- 46.6% 52.6%
ET Dataset 2-gram 51.0% 54.4%
3-gram 51.5 % 55.3%
- 36.8% 41.2%
BOUN 2-gram 48.1% 49.6%
3-gram 50.3% 51.3%
Stem-morpheme vocabularies achieve the highest recognition accuracy as 51.3% by
integration of the tri-gram model through rescoring.
Comparing the results obtained by ElementaryTurkish dataset, which shows the ut-
most performance any of the vocabulary alternatives can have, the order with respect to
accuracies is as expected: word-based vocabulary surpasses the others by 91.0% accuracy
and stem-ending vocabulary is the second one with 79.8%. The stem-morpheme solution
has the least accuracy as 55.3%.
8.2.3 Discussion
According to the results shown in the Table 8.6, Table 8.7 and Table 8.8 , the highest
accuracy (91.7%) is obtained when the word-based lexicon is derived from the test set
itself, which is the baseline. When the large, general purpose word-based lexicon derived
from the BOUN Corpus is used, the accuracy drops significantly to 63.8%. The large drop
in performance can be mainly attributed to the low test set coverage of that lexicon (75.6%
as seen in Table 8.4), as OOV rates directly impacts overall accuracies. Another factor
affecting the performance is the higher confusability among words in a larger lexicon.
In contrast, the general purpose stem+ending lexicons extracted from the BOUN Cor-
pus and used with bi-gram language model applied via lattice expansion, results in the
best accuracy of 67.9%. It should be noted that despite a much smaller lexicon and hav-
ing the same text corpus coverage, this accuracy is better than the one obtained with a
general purpose word-based lexicon (63.8%). With a stem+ending lexicon derived from
the test set itself, the highest accuracy is 79.8%.
Based on these results, it is found to be important to use a language model with
stem+ending lexicons, without which the accuracy falls significantly below word-based
lexicon results (49.0% versus 63.8%). Stem-morpheme lexicons benefit from the use of
language models as well. As for the methods for incorporating language models, lattice
expansion performs better than lattice rescoring for the stem+ending lexicons with the bi-
gram model. With the expanded lattice, higher recognition rates are achieved, probably
due to the use of the full search space instead of the reduced lattice. In contrast, lat-
tice expansion performs far below the lattice rescoring technique for the stem-morpheme
vocabularies, mainly because of the huge size and complexity of resulting lattices. Post-
processing is not very useful for both stem-ending and stem-morpheme lexicons when
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N-gram models are used, but it improves the accuracy slightly when no language model-
ing is applied.
Analysis of errors of different vocabulary types shows that, each vocabulary has dif-
ferent shortcomings and advantages. For example, stem-ending solution benefits from
having the suffixes in groups, which avoids the risk of lower recognition performance due
to shorter units as in the case of stem-morpheme vocabulary. On the other hand, the stem-
morpheme solution scales better as can be seen by a comparison to the results from using
only the ElementaryTurkish dataset (ET Dataset) which has a 1956-word lexicon. The
difference between tri-gram results of ET Dataset and BOUN dataset stem-morpheme
vocabularies is only 4 points, although the lexicon size of the latter is significantly larger.
When the lexicon size gets larger, the difference between stem-ending and stem-
morpheme vocabularies decreases to 16.6 points from 24.3. Similarly, in the large vo-
cabulary setting, stem-morpheme performance is below that of word based vocabulary by
only 11.8 points.
Nevertheless, stem-morpheme vocabularies suffer from increased optical confusabil-
ity in decoding process due to shorter units.
Figure 8.2: Distribution of misrecognized parts with the total number of errors for each
vocabulary type
Figure 8.2 shows the error distribution according to misrecognized word parts as stem
or suffixes. Integration of the language models have a clear positive effect as decreasing
the errors in suffix parts. However, it can not help with the stem errors in stem-morpheme
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vocabularies and even the number of misrecognized stems increases in stem-ending vo-
cabularies.
Table 8.9 shows some examples from the misrecognized words by the best performing
stem-ending system while Table 8.10 shows misrecognized words by the best performing
stem-morpheme system, along with their incorrect predictions.
Ground Truth Recognized Ground Truth Recognized
ag˘ırdı c¸ag˘ırdı Aks¸am Aksam
Kitabını Kitabın Hayal Hayat
baktık taktik o¨rdeg˘i o¨nceyi
Futbolcu Futbola do¨nu¨yorsa donuyorsa
kitapla kitaptı bulunan bilinen
Table 8.9: Examples from recognition errors with large lexicon stem-ending vocabulary
Ground Truth Recognized Ground Truth Recognized
Ag˘ac¸ların ihtiyac+ının kanatlarım Kanat+ıs¸ım
ag˘ırdı c¸ag˘ır+tı okudug˘unu okul+cug˘unu
bag˘lanınca bag˘lan+ınız oynamalıyız oyna+mıs¸lıyız
gergedanın gergi+lerin paylas¸ır Dal+ıs¸ın
gu¨nlerinde o¨g˘u¨n+lerinle Ressam Bas+sam
istiyorum is¸+tiyorum s¸eklinde sek+tirte
Table 8.10: Examples from recognition errors with large lexicon stem-morpheme vocab-
ulary
A misrecognized stem may cause a suffix error since the search is directed to presum-
ably a wrong part of the search space, especially when a language model is used. Hence,
it is crucially important to recognize the stem part correctly. The problem intensifies with
lattice rescoring method where only a part of the whole search space used for decoding.
An incorrect recognition in the stem part leads to generation of a lattice may not include
the correct stem and the suffix(es) within the n-best hypotheses.
During the bi-gram calculation for stem-ending vocabularies, the probability of a word
W is calculated as
P (< s > stemending < /s >) = P (stem| < s >)P (ending|stem)P (< /s > |ending)
(8.1)
and







since starting and ending markers, < s > and < /s >, are added to each word automat-
ically to give the proper bi-gram context to stem and suffix parts. So, the frequency of a
stem in the text corpora is becomes crucially important when decoding is done with the
bi-gram (and generally N-gram) model for stem-ending and stem-morpheme vocabular-
ies.
It is observed that the BOUN Web Corpus contains some abbreviations and proper
names that frequently appear in the news context or on the Internet texts although they
are rare in the daily usage. For example, the abbreviation CIA is the most frequent 6017th
word while frequency order of Richard and show in the corpus are 4862 and 6867 respec-
tively. Since the stems of sub-lexical vocabularies are chosen according to frequency of
occurrence, stem recognition is negatively affected by this situation.
Post-processing is not useful for stem-ending designs as long as an N-gram model is
incorporated. It is justifiable since the suffixes are extracted in groups from the corpus, so
they do not need any involvement for orthography rules. As for the stem-morpheme vo-
cabularies, post-processing helps increasing the accuracy in all cases, but its significance
diminishes with use of the language models which is an indication of their effectiveness.
To the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no reference to a large vocabulary on-
line Turkish handwriting recognition system in the literature. Hence, a direct comparison
with another study is not possible for this work. In offline handwritten Turkish text recog-
nition, Yanikoglu and Kholmatov use the HMM letter models previously developed for
English, by mapping the Turkish characters to the closest English character (the input of
the word gu¨nes¸ is recognized as gunes) [83]. They report 56% top-10 word recognition





In this thesis an online handwriting recognition system for isolated Turkish words is de-
signed and implemented using the HMMs for the first time in the literature. The proposed
system achieves state-of-art results comparable to those obtained for English, through
careful study of all components of the recognition system, from preprocessing to lan-
guage modeling. Two main problems specific to Turkish language is defined and ex-
plained. Specifically, the delayed strokes problem due to a large number of diacritical
marks and high OOV rates and high vocabulary similarity due to the agglutinative nature
of the language are discussed thoroughly and some methods are proposed to overcome
these problems. Moreover, a dataset of around 10,000 online Turkish handwritten words
is made publicly available to the researchers for the first time.
A working definition for describing what constitutes a delayed stroke is systemati-
cally developed, keeping the definition simple while covering most instances. A clear
evaluation of the definition is made to asses its accuracy.
Using the new definition, several delayed stroke handling methods that are suggested
in the literature are evaluated for their effectiveness in English and Turkish text. By mak-
ing the experimental setting, including the dataset split, publicly available, reproducible
and comparable results are presented. It is found that recognition accuracy can be in-
creased with proper handling of the unorderly written strokes.
The results of experiments are mostly in parallel for English and Turkish. Both remov-
ing delayed strokes and embedding them in the writing order improve over the baseline
(i.e. not doing any preprocessing) for the two scripts. Removal of all delayed strokes is
the best option for both languages, with improvements over the baselines are up to 2.13%
and 2.03% points for English and Turkish respectively. Embedding is the second best
approach presumably due to the nontrivial task of deciding correct attachment point for
reordering.
The overall system performances are assessed as 86.12% with a 1000-word lexicon
and 83.03% with a 3,500-word lexicon for English, which are both in accordance with
the state-of-the-art. The proposed recognition system achieves 91.7% word recognition
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accuracy with a middle-sized, 1,950-word lexicon with 0% OOV for Turkish.
Another contribution of this work is the investigation of suitable solutions for the OOV
problem within the context of large vocabulary online handwriting recognition. Using
large text corpora, alternative recognition vocabularies with various grammatical units are
created and then evaluated for their coverage on both the training corpus and the test set.
Also, N-gram language models that are derived from the same corpora are integrated to
decoding process by means of lattice expansion and lattice recognition techniques. Within
this effort, effective search space reduction is made by using a finite state automaton of
suffixes that is represented as a context-free grammar.
The best performance, 67.9% is obtained by the stem-ending vocabulary that is ex-
panded with a bi-gram model, with a lexicon of size 12,500 (stems and endings total).
This result is superior to the accuracy of the word-based vocabulary (63.8%) with the
same training corpus coverage of 95%. It can be concluded that the stem-ending vocab-
ulary design has the potential of being a viable solution to the high OOV rate problem of
Turkish.
Use of a finite state automaton for representation of suffix morphotactics in the de-
coding network brings a significant improvement on the coverage with an increase of 21
points over the word-based vocabulary from 75.6% to 96.6%. Also, it provides an effec-
tive means for reduction of the decoding network by enforcing the morphotactics which
helps better recognition. However, the recognition accuracy still falls below other ap-
proaches because of shorter recognition units which are known to lead to high optical and
lexical confusability.
According to these results, the standard techniques of the literature may not be suf-
ficient for general purpose Turkish handwriting recognition. A reference to the results
reported by studies on Turkish speech recognition or large vocabulary handwriting recog-
nition for other languages shows that the obtained results are in parallel with these in
terms of language modeling impact although they are by no means directly comparable.
9.2 Future Perspectives
Addition of more features which can capture aspects of handwriting other than the current
feature set may help increasing the optical modeling of the proposed system. Discrimi-
native training [84, 85] of HMMs is another alternative which can be experimented in the
future.
A promising alternative in the decoding process is to use the Weighted Finite State
Transducer (WFST) [86] technology, which has became very popular in speech recogni-
tion recently [65, 70]. The WFST provides unified framework for describing models with
increased search efficiency via optimization algorithms.
Also the recent deep learning techniques have a good potential for improving the
recognition accuracy. However, much more Turkish handwriting data is needed in that
case.
The embedding (i.e. order correction) method in delayed stroke handling can be im-
proved in detection of attachment points. Currently, these points are decided by using
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some hand-crafted rules based on a limited set of samples. A systematic analysis on a
large, manually marked data and especially Turkish data may reveal more robust criteria
for this purpose. Actually, current Turkish dataset is quite small and should be extended
with more samples according to a well-defined dataset design.
A considerable amount of decoding errors occur at stem part of the words when sub-
lexical units are used in the vocabulary. Selection of stems is based on frequency of
occurrence in the current system. Processing the BOUN Web Corpus to remove unlikely
proper names and abbreviations will be helpful in increasing stem recognition rate, and in
turn overall performance. Also larger and more balanced text corpora will be much useful
in creating vocabularies more suitable to a general purpose recognition system.
The complexity of decoding networks can be reduced by simple division of stems
and endings into nominal and verbal categories. The suffix FSA of the stem-morpheme
vocabularies already handles nominal and verbal suffixes separately. A further improve-
ment with stem-ending vocabularies can be classification of stem-ending pairs according
to Turkish orthography and specifically the vowel and consonant harmonies.
Finally, use of character N-gram models in combination with other lexical units can




The ElementaryTurkish dataset vocabulary items that are absent from the 130K word
vocabulary which is created from the BOUN Web Corpus as explained in 5.2.4 are listed
in this section. The list is prepared as case-sensitive.
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